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10/02/2020 13:07:58 Patricia L Salomone
10/19/2020 7:43:21 Kayla Griffith

Full Name

tacaropat@me.com
kaylamgriffith88@gmail.com

504 North Drive, Tacaro II
5535 Greenock Road

Tracys Landing
Lothian

Zip Code

20779 Yes
20711 Yes

Representing
yourself?

What or whom do you
represent?

Legislation
Bill 69-20:
Bill 69-20:

Position

Remarks

Support

10/18/2020 18:39:48 Paul Christensen

cpclaser@gmail.com

231 Hidden Valley Road

Tracys Landing

20779 Yes

Bill 69-20:

Oppose

10/17/2020 16:37:41 Kira T. Farley

kstillman504@gmail.com

650 Tidehead Way

Lusby

20657 Yes

Bill 69-20:

Support

I would like to express my support of bills 68-20 and 69-20 and whole heartily ask the county council to support these as well. The passing of these bills will
provide clarity insofar as proper procedures and processes for farmers and provides the county’s agencies with clear code requirements and regulations,
and clarity for enforcement thereto. As a larger importance is placed on the quality of our products, what we eat, where it comes from, how it is grown the
ability to go and learn directly from farmers to leads to a greater understanding. Agritourism creates the opportunity to learn more and support local.
Through agritourism the community has the ability to help the farmers maintain their farms, livestock; all while being educated on the quality that can only
come from a farm. While I live outside of the county my job position works closely with farms and local produce which is why I so passionately support these
bills!
These two bills are vital to allowing farms to continue farming as they provide the opportunity for farmers to host a limited number of special events
and to offer farm stays for guests to connect with the land and the farm. These bills allow for a connection that is crucial. Since existing noise ordinances
prevent late night noise disturbances. The concerns of traffic and other noise are non-issue due to the conditions set in these bills.

10/17/2020 14:46:48 Maura Dalsey

mlavoie@herringtononthebay.com

1915 Tuckahoe Ct

Odenton

21113 Yes

Bill 69-20:

Support

10/17/2020 13:49:45 Brielle Woods

brie.robbins@yahoo.com

994 St. Margarets Dirve

Annapolis

21409 Yes

Bill 69-20:

Support

Council members, please consider my remarks in support of Bills 68-20 and 69-20. Agritourism is vital and necessary to preserving agriculture, permaculture
and saving our farms in Maryland. Being a neighbor to the capital where city life reigns supreme, I have seen firsthand how farms and "farm life" have
become increasingly more coveted for retreats, events, educational opportunities and more. By passing Bills 68-20 and 69-20, farm owners will have access
to guidelines and procedures on how to properly and effectively host safe events to meet these demands. In addition to the community demand of
experiencing agricultural life, it is imperative that we save our farms. In order to partake in Maryland Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation's goal of
preserving 1,030,000 acres of agricultural land, including farmland, wooded areas, and open space, we must ensure a way to protect our farms in our own
backyards. By supporting these bills, you will give farmers the ability to bring in a sustainable revenue to keep their farms alive and preserve this farmland.
With the approval of agricultural special events, there will be a need of employees to work such events, thus, creating more job opportunities in a time when
they are needed most. Please consider my position and your responsibility to your farms, friends and community when reviewing Bills 68-20 and 69-20.
Thank you for your consideration.
I would like to express my support of bills 68-20 and 69-20 and I ask the county council to support these as well. Agriculture is alive, yet threatened in the
state of Maryland. As one of the top 10 industries in the state, agritourism is a key element in keeping our agricultural land in active farming! The passing of
these bills will provide clarity insofar as proper procedures and processes for farmers and provides the county’s agencies with clear code requirements and
regulations, and clarity for enforcement thereto. As our families become more and more remote from “life on a farm," we acknowledge the rise in popularity
and demand for agritourism. Most importantly, when people connect with the farm land and the fresh local food and the farmers who grew it; they then value
the land, and want to preserve it. This is the beauty of agritourism. Large-scale farming has become more and more challenging as development has
consumed many of our larger tracts of land in this state and especially Anne Arundel County. To support our working farmers, and allow us to continue to
work our land and raise our livestock, we need to be allowed to invite the public to visit our farms for intimate farm experiences that promote our farm
products and inspire a love of the land to our visitors. These two bills are vital to allowing farms to continue farming as they provide the opportunity for
farmers to host a limited number of special events and to offer farm stays for guests to connect with the land and the farm. This provides accessory income
to working farmers who are wanting to make a living on the farm and insure that they can hold onto their farms for generations to come. The concerns of
traffic and noise are non-issues due to the conditions set forth in these bills requiring proper parking and screening of activities from neighbors. Existing
noise ordinances prevent late night noise disturbances. Thank you

10/18/2020 10:05:03 Donna

thehergenroeders@gmail.com

342 Bar Harbor

Pasadena

21122 Yes

Bill 72-20:

Attachment

Opposes bill 69-20 for
As a farmer and neighbor of other farmers, I continue to support this bill. I specifically want to draw attention to the amendment allowing for farm site stays to
be a conditional use. A special exception is an unnecessary burden on a farmer for an activity that would generate little sound. I've been to these farm stays
in other states, even in Virginia where there were two farm stays in close proximity on the farm and I was not bothered by the other renters. For farmers just
trying to get a small secondary stream of income from their farm the special exception is costly and time consuming. Please support the conditional use
change and this bill. Thank you.
Please vote against Council Bill 69-20. Council Bill 69-20 will rezone more than 600 RA, RLD, and R1 properties to allow special events, weddings, and
overnight stays. Although more than 50,000 residences are within one mile of these properties, there is only minimal concern in the bill for adverse effects
on neighbors or the overall quality of life nearby. Mass rezoning of so many properties with so many residential units potentially affected by associated
noise, traffic, and lighting issues practically assures the occurrence of a large variety of neighbor annoyances. Large-scale zoning changes of this type
should be approached by using smaller scale pilot studies with a limited number of permits of limited duration. This would generate real, not speculative,
information about utility to farmers and experiences of neighbors. Slow scale up to include the full range of eligible properties could then be achieved with
appropriate amendment of the bill if needed. Although I strongly support the preservation of agriculture in Anne Arundel County, Bill 69-20 does not address
the root causes of agricultural decline. In its current form, risks of unforeseen consequences far outweigh any possible benefits. It is simply too much, too
fast. I urge you not to support Bill 69-20.

6
Support

Supporting Bill 72-20 - regulation of unattended donation bins.

YES

1
09/21/2020 7:55:13 William Jeffrey Hill

wm.jeffrey.hill@gmail.com

613 Emerson place

Severna Park

21146 Yes

Bill 73-20:

Dietdel@yahoo.com

612 Hidden Pond Lane

Severna Park

21146 Yes

Bill 76-20:

Support

vikkibol@gmail.com

419 Asher’s Farm Road

Annapolis

21401 Yes

Bill 81-20:

Support

This bill allows for cottage food businesses to continue to make fresh and local food. There is no negative impact to any community where cottage food
businesses operate.

10/15/2020 19:31:44 Scott Yackley

Syackley@aol.com

409 Ashers Farm Rd

Annapolis

21401 Yes

Bill 81-20:

Support

As a neighbor to a cottage food business, I support this bill. Having local businesses is the cornerstone of every good community. There is no impact to
traffic or the neighborhood by having a cottage food business nearby. I urge the council to adopt this bill.

10/15/2020 17:33:17 David wicker
10/15/2020 17:25:40 Karol Wicker
10/15/2020 12:15:51 Kevin Wajek

Dawicker@hotmail.com
Karolwicker@hotmail.com
Kwajek@gmail.com

407 Ashers Farm Road
407 Asher’s farm road
606 Warbler Walk

Annapolis
Annapolis
Glen Burnie

21401 Yes
21401 No
21060 Yes

Bill 81-20:
Bill 81-20:
Bill 81-20:

Support
Support
Support

10/15/2020 12:11:02 Melissa A Flagg

Lydia.Betelgeuse@verizon.net

1736 Urby Drive

Crofton

21114 Yes

Bill 81-20:

Support

10/03/2020 8:33:35 Rhonda Feuer
10/01/2020 12:43:37 BARBARA SCHMAL
09/25/2020 16:23:24 Victoria Romanoski

Rjoyfeuer@gmail.com
Bethyself@verizon.net
vikkibol@gmail.com

1256 Dogwood rd
2698 Compass Dr.
419 Asher’s Farm Road

Arnold
Annapolis
Annapolis

21012 Yes
21401 No
21401 Yes

Bill 81-20:
Bill 81-20:
Bill 81-20:

Support
Support
Support

09/24/2020 14:03:56 Marilyn Levinger

mmabjz@gmail.com

2604 Point Lookout Cove

Annapolis

21401 Yes

Bill 81-20:

Support

09/23/2020 19:08:07 Mary Taylor

Nbk1iha@gmail.com

1840 Cedar Drive

Severn

21144 Yes

Bill 81-20:

Support

As someone that works in a business license department of another county, I am able to see the many availabilities that are offered, including cottage home
businesses. However in my own county that I live, planning and zonings current allowances under the home based occupation is so very narrow that many
like myself have to make a decision to either not have a business or risk being caught and fined. Neither of which should be occurring when many counties
in our state and surrounding areas have absolutely no problem approving these businesses to work out of their hom Co es. I am asking that we are given
approval to hold our cottage food businesses legally, providing us the opportunity to start a business we are passionate about. The health department
already has given us their approval for years, we are simply asking that planning and zoning do the same.

09/23/2020 14:43:28 Loretta ALESSANDRINI
09/23/2020 14:06:26 Elaine Giancola

laless906@gmail.com
elainegiancola@gmail.com

906 Shipmaster Court
910 Shipmaster Court

Annapolis
Annapolis

21401 Yes
21401 Yes

Bill 81-20:
Bill 81-20:

Support
Support

We need to give support to home businesses at this stressful time.
I am in favor of PASSING the proposed Bill 81-20 regarding cottage Industries.

Support
Support

I am strongly in favor of Senate Bill 82-20. I've attached my testimony here. Thank you for your time.
I have attached testimony urging you to support bill 82-20. Thank you for your time and consideration.

1
10/06/2020 22:01:05 Donna Curtis

Oppose
1

10/16/2020 8:56:12 Victoria Romanoski

Makeathe

Please support this bill to allow for cottage food businesses to continue to make fresh and local food. There is no negative impact to any community where
cottage food businesses operate
I am in support of this bill to allow for cottage food businesses to continue to make fresh and local food. There is no negative impact to any community
where cottage food businesses operate.
Cottage industries will allow more people to work and improve the economy for all.
Unnecessary impediments to the cottage industry, particularly impediments to using one’s home for a cottage food business, simply cripple a portion of our
economy that we cannot afford to lose. Every weekend, I attend the Anne Arundel County Farmer’s Market, a true local community, and I feel proud of the
talented craftspeople who bring high-caliber local wares to us. To place large, expensive and quite frankly unsustainable demands on the cottage industry
erases part of our local fabric. In a world with so much of what we consume is created large scale and the products are generic, please consider helping the
local little guy carve out a place that makes local feel special.
It is a wonderful way for people to earn extra money without the overhead of renting a separate place. It encourages entrepreneurs. It adds to the variety
and usefulness of goods at Farmers Markets.

13
10/18/2020 16:51:02 Casey Jackson
10/18/2020 16:35:38 donna worthy

caseybryanne@comcast.net
donnaworthy@comcast.net

1223 Daves Road
8424 veterans hwy

Edgewater
MILLERSVILLE

21037 No
21108 No

Worth-A-Shot, Inc.
Worth-A-Shot

Bill 82-20:
Bill 82-20:

YES
YES

1
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10/14/2020 12:56:21 Hope Hayes

Full Name

Hopehayes001@gmail.com

215 St. Ives Drive

Severna Park

21146 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Support

10/13/2020 13:58:06 George Charles Sheets

Gsheetenhelm@yahoo.com

5518 Berkley Manor Lane

Churchton

20733 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Oppose

10/13/2020 13:05:22 Ann Y. Smith

ann_y_smith722@yahoo.com

2372 Sandy Walk Way

Odenton

21113 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Support

I highly recommend this bill 82-20. I believe having additional areas for training is essential to safety. The class required to own a gun is one thing but
ongoing training is essential. Currently, there are not enough areas to practice. Approving this bill 82-20, would allow more practice businesses to open. I
also do not believe that changing the setbacks would adversely impact the community. Please approve this bill.
Bill 82-20 As someone who has supervised Youth archery and 22 rifle programs along with coaching Scouts in these disciplines I encourage the County to
allow more accessibility for the building of indoor ranges. Indoor ranges do not create a noise problem, it is impossible for a projectile to leave the range and
they are much easier to monitor. Furthermore gun stores like Worth A Shot in Millersville provide top notch training and instruction on Maryland’s gun laws,
and as there is no shortage of gun sales in our communities it is that much more essential that these business have every tool within there disposal to teach
and train. Thank you
I am strongly in favor of Bill 82-20. This has been a long-needed service in Anne Arundel County, and would create a convenient location to accompany the
highly acclaimed training offered at Worth-A-Shot Firearms. As it stands now, students must demonstrate firearm proficiency in an off-site location
inconvenient to many. Beyond the logistics of this facility, it should be noted that the staff employed at this establishment are well known and highly
respected in the community. In addition to having served as a Baltimore police officer, to include a top position at the Baltimore PD Firearm Training
Academy, co-proprietor Donna Worthy is recognized nationally and holds numerous credentials in handgun training. Thus she and her staff are wellqualified to operate a firearm range. The emphasis on safety by the staff cannot be overstated. I have participated in a nationally recognized women's
firearm testing program with most of her staff, and their diligence and attention to the safety of the participants was exceptional. Please approve the use of
this property for the intended purpose outlined in this bill.

10/12/2020 20:44:00 Robert Hardesty

Midatlanticpower@aol.com

1036 Diamond Drive

Churchton

20733 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Support

I stand strongly in support of Bill 82-20 for many reasons.
Before meeting the wonderful staff at Worth-A-Shot Firearms I had purchased firearms at
several different other stores thinking that I was a responsible gun owner. Once I made my first purchase At Worth-A-Shot I realized that there was so much
more then just passing a background check and buying the weapon. They took the time to show me how to properly use the weapon and in a safe manner. I
have taken many classes with them since then and feel much more confident and safer using my weapons.
If they are allowed top open an indoor range I
feel that would be the safest way to expand that knowledge and use the training I have been given hands on. Instead of trying to find a safe place to shoot
outdoors on someone’s property where I’m not 100% sure it is safe to do. As a gun owner and fellow business owner in Anne Arundel County I am happy
to support Bill 82-20 and a range at Worth-A-Shot Firearms as well as Ms Worthy and continuing efforts to promote gun safety and proper training Robert
Hardesty Mid-Atlantic Power Washing,Inc midatlanticpower@aol.com

10/12/2020 9:33:53 Ronald Carpenetti

Zip Code

Representing
yourself?

What or whom do you
represent?

Attachment

ron0909@aol.com

4003 Clover Court

Bowie

20715 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Support

Please vote yes. This will allow businesses to diversify and preserve their operations. I believe this will benefit the county through added employment
opportunities, recreational and training facilities, and revenue without negative impact.

10/09/2020 0:25:14 Michael Prince
10/08/2020 17:13:08 John Paul Perry

mikeprince008@gmail.com
Johnperry0211@gmail.com

8117 Evening star drive APT 332
3578 Ashland Dr

Pasadena
Davidsonville

21122 Yes
21035 Yes

Bill 82-20:
Bill 82-20:

Support
Support

I support this because It would be great to have a safe clean and friendly environment to learn and practice shooting for myself and others.
With an increased demand of the citizens for firearm protection there becomes a greater need for proper and expert instruction in safely owning a firearm.
This will require facilities such as Worth a Shot in Millersville, Md to increase their footprint to insure that the public is trained in properly handling a firearm,
employing competency on the range, and acquiring knowledge of the law.Worth a Shot owners Donna and Casey Worthy supply this training environment
and their ability to increase this efficacy and safety will be enhanced by the passage of 82-20.

10/08/2020 13:30:12 Vernell Spriggs Jr
10/07/2020 21:18:21 Jacquelyn E Skinner-Boock

vspriggsjr@gmail.com
j.skinnerboock@yahoo.com

206 Country Chase Ct
3614 Fontron Dr

Glen Burnie
Edgewater

21061 Yes
21037 Yes

Bill 82-20:
Bill 82-20:

Support
Support

I am in favor of having indoor target and training facilities. Having a place where people can be trained on firearm handling and use is what is needed.
October 7, 2020 Anne Arundel County Maryland County Council District 5, Amanda Fiedler County Council District 3, Nathan Volke Regarding Bill 82-20
YES
Zoning— Requirements for Special Exception Uses—Indoor Rifle, Pistol, Skeet, and Archery Ranges—decreases the distance an indoor rifle, pistol,
skeet, or archer range may be located from a residentially zoned property—requires vehicular access to an indoor rife, pistol, skeet, or archery range be
located a certain distance from road intersections. Personal Testimony By Jacquelyn E. Skinner-Boock, BSN-RN, that Strongly Agrees with Bill 82-20 Dear
Council Members, Ms. Fiedler and Mr. Volke, As a member of Maryland Responds and a current registered RN in the State of Maryland, I strongly support
Bill 82-20. From my understanding, this Bill will allow re-zoning to include locating an indoor firearm training range that will affect the business of Worth-AShot, 8424 Veterans Hwy, Unit 11, Millersville, MD 21108; Owner: Donna Worthy. Worth-A-Shot has provided our local communities with firearm training
that meets and positively exceeds proper training per Maryland’s stringent requirements. As you are aware, firearm safety does not stop at the ability to buy
a firearm along with the pre-requisite safety training. Ongoing safe handling procedures and personal accuracy for different scenarios is a high priority for
firearm owners among the Maryland citizenry. It has been my personal experience that Ms. Worthy goes to great lengths to ensure that Worth-A-Shot
promotes proper applicable law and procedures for firearm safe handling. To that end, regular firearm training at a range to engage familiarity with each
firearm owned is a necessary part of responsible ownership, and is encouraged. To have an indoor range in our local community enhances the support for
safe gun ownership and utilization by allowing for safe practice more often. This in turn enhances community awareness and safety, while protecting Second
Amendment rights. The location of a safe and secure firearm training range at the Worth-A-Shot location will strengthen the community safe handling
procedures and community relations. First Responders will have access to localized and specific training more often. Consistency with trainers familiar with
individual progress is preferred and essential. An indoor firearm training facility at the Worth-A-Shot location, therefore, enhances rather than harms
community support. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. I appreciate your positive efforts in attention to this Bill 82-20. Sincerely,
Jacquelyn E. Skinner-Boock, BSN-RN, Maryland Responds Medical Corp Cell: 410-991-9182; j.skinnerboock@yahoo.com

10/07/2020 20:21:08 Matthew

Cheesman

242 Jumpers Hole Road

Millersville

21108 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Support

wblandon40@gmail.com

221 N Pindell Ave

Annapolis

21401 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Support

As a member of the community, and recreational shooter I fully support the acceptance of Bill 82-20. If passed this bill allows for the expansion of a local
business, training opportunities for community members, and would provide a needed sporting facility for individuals to exercise their second amendment
right safely and responsibly.
My name is William Blandon and for the last five years I have been an advocate for firearms; firearm education and firearm safety. As a responsible gun
owner, here are a few reasons why I support the proposed bill regarding indoor ranges (Bill 82-20): 1.A local range can promote outreach by providing
proper and professional gun safety and education so the community can have a better understanding of gun ownership. Local ranges will make it more
accessible for new and experienced gun owners to receive and or continue learning and practicing proper gun handling and safety. 2.All indoor ranges must
have protective “Bullet Resistant” materials to ensure containment of projectiles. With the containment measures along with having proper ventilation and
range qualified instructors, this makes for a safer and more comfortable environment for both trainers and trainees. 3.With the convenience of having the
local range, there would be no additional negative affects on residential areas such as increased traffic. The local law enforcement agency is in close
proximity. In conclusion, local ranges are the first step to greater access of proper firearms training and education.

10/06/2020 22:28:03 Nathan

ablonczynathan@gmail.com

105 Old Solomons Island Rd.

LOTHIAN

20711 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Support

Hello, I support Bill 82-20 because I believe having more places to train these new generation gun buyers would benefit everyone and provide a safer
environment for all.

10/06/2020 21:49:05 Justin perry

Justinperrymk@gmail.com

3578 Ashland dr

Davidsonville

21035 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Support

10/06/2020 21:23:39 Neil Dachis

I support the bill allowing a gun range be owned and operated at Worth-a-shot firearms for multiple reasons. The first being this facility would be a very safe
and clean facility because it is well know in the area as the best safety and organized shop around. I have no doubts the range would be just as good and be
a great place to have safe firearm usage. Also the instruction of safety and recreation would be a great benefit to the area.
I fully support an indoor gun range in Millersville, Maryland. Having clean, safe and professional run range will greatly benefit the community. The additional
taxable revenue will go to support the community on many levels. Thank you for considering my testimony and this bill.

10/07/2020 8:25:09 William Blandon

N/A

n.dachis@aol.com

7010 Guilford Road

Clarksville

21029 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Support

10/06/2020 8:04:04 Eric Borsoni

borsonie@att.net

307 Windfern Ct

Millersville

21108 Yes

Bill 82-20:

Support

10/19/2020 6:38:06 Nicole Miller

nicolemiller@outlook.com

7870 manet way

Severn

Yes

Bill 83-20:

As a local resident and career military officer, I fully support this bill. Modern technology has enhanced both the safety and noise signature of indoor range
facilities. I feel strongly that the training and safety value of these facilities outweigh any potential disruptions to residents. Of note, passage of this bill
would allow Worth A Shot, a woman-owned small business, to offer enhanced firearms training for citizens in a safe, advanced, and professional setting.
Besides the marginal tax revenue from the instruction, there is a social benefit in ensuring gun owner have access to proper gun safety and handling
instruction in Anne Arundel County. I support these changes and strongly encourage the council to pass the bill.
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10/18/2020 18:13:36 John Jasen

Full Name

jjasen@gmail.com

1127 Holmespun Drive

Pasadena

Zip Code

21122 Yes

Representing
yourself?

Bill 83-20:

Oppose

Members of the County Council; Today, you are considering Bill 83-20: AN EMERGENCY ORDINANCE concerning: Proclamation of Civil Emergency in
Anne Arundel County – Termination, submitted by Mr. Volke. As I write this, the evening before, the US Covid-19 infection count stands at 8,142,913, with
the death toll at 219,676. By the time you read this testimony, the US death toll will be over 220 thousand. Maryland has 135,657 infected, 3,891 dead.
Anne Arundel County has 11,265 infected, and 251 dead. The County Council granted the Executive extended civic emergency powers, in order to
coordinate local response to coronavirus. When Mr. Pittman declared a civil emergency in March, the cases and the fatalities -- in the US, in Maryland, and
in AA County -- were a small fraction of where they are now. The pandemic rages on. As we move into colder weather, as people gather indoors, as
families miss each other more and more, health experts expect our infections and fatalities to climb again -- and this will be in the middle of flu season. As
we’re still in the middle of this, with winter setting in, I wish for the County Executive to retain emergency powers. He, the Anne Arundel County Department
of Health, and the many people involved in trying to keep us safe -- they deserve our support, our respect, and our gratitude during this crisis. Others, I wish
they would engage in more productive activities, versus yet another attempt to overturn the civic emergency. For example, they could use their voice, their
platform, their social media, and their seat on this body to remind people to maintain appropriate physical distancing; wear masks when needed; and engage
in good hygiene practices. But, they won’t. So, I guess we’ll have to. In conclusion: Keep the state of civil emergency, and remind your constituents to:
Maintain safe social distancing practices. Wear a face mask over your nose and mouth when necessary Practice good hygiene and keep high contact
surfaces clean These are the ways we know to defeat Covid, get back to normal, and rescind the civic emergency.

10/17/2020 13:35:51 Susan Mullinix
10/15/2020 22:10:19 Sarah Scott
10/15/2020 20:54:45 Scott Smolen

Susanmlx@cablespeed.com
sarah.f.scott@gmail.com
Sbsmolen@aol.com

318 Bar Harbor Road
1608 Severn Run Ct
8612 Sycamore Glen Lane

Pasadena
Severn
Odenton

21122 Yes
21144 Yes
21113 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

10/15/2020 20:48:13 sueann west

sueann31@comcast.net

595 pinewood drive

annapolis

21401 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

10/15/2020 20:25:40
10/15/2020 20:14:48
10/15/2020 20:13:12
10/15/2020 19:59:24

Jennifer Reed
Candice Longo
Marc Redavid
Michelle Fee

jen08182008@gmail.com
cmariemlongo@gmail.com
marcredavid@gmail.com
mfee4444@aol.com

125 Cloverdale Court
1115 Crestview Drive
1204 valley rd
537 Benforest Drive

Mount Airy
Annapolis
Pasadena
severna aprk

21771
21409
21122
21146

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

10/15/2020 19:48:42
10/15/2020 19:38:30
10/15/2020 18:09:10
10/15/2020 17:24:45
10/15/2020 16:33:47
10/15/2020 16:30:40
10/15/2020 16:27:51
10/15/2020 14:12:49
10/15/2020 7:44:02
10/14/2020 22:06:19
10/14/2020 21:09:47

Ashley kurtinitis
Joshua Curry
Karie Bohn
Stacey Henley-Brown
Amy Holbert
Lindy Marks
Renee Parenti
Angela
Brian Johnson
Jara Matlick
Dennis Fournier

alkurtinitis@hotmail.com
joshcurry11@gmail.com
Kariebohn@gmail.com
staceyhenleyw@msn.com
amy.holbert23@gmail.com
Marksrl@verizon.net
rdonoho29@yahoo.com
Angiegoodman18@gmail.com
Bjohnso@mac.com
Jaramatlick@gmail.com
Dfour24@gmail.com

1616 Sloop Dr
1183 St George Dr
138 teal drive
935 Still Pond Drive
1834 Whites ferry pl
932 Decesaris Dr
7903 Leeds Drive
280 creek blvd
215 Ash Lane
1646 Chesapeake Lane
1323 Peppertree Ct

Annapolis
Annapolis
Pasadena
Glen Burnie
Crofton
Lothian
Pasadena
Pasadena
Annapolis
Edgewater
Crofton

21409
21409
21122
21060
21114
20711
21122
21122
21409
21037
21114

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Oppose

10/14/2020 19:09:25
10/14/2020 18:35:35
10/14/2020 17:43:53
10/14/2020 17:18:33

Pat Ray
Jennifer Horter
Karen Chaplin
Sheila Skidds

37raypc@gmail.com
Dozhors@hotmail.com
chaplin5@comcast.net
spiffytgm@gmail.com

1232 Taylor Ave
410 Historical way
73 wileys lane
7693 Early Spring Way

Arnold
Linthicum
Pasadena
Severn

21012
21090
21122
21144

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

10/14/2020 16:55:32 Kim Humphrey
10/14/2020 16:50:25 Cynthia Dillon
10/14/2020 16:32:43 Gail Foster

hughie73@comcast.net
Cindydillon.cd@gmail.com
Gailfosterc21@gmail.com

2800 Carver Road
7679 Colonial Beach Rd
7912 mayford ave

Crofton
Pasadena
Pasadena

21114 Yes
21122 Yes
21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

10/14/2020 16:29:19
10/14/2020 15:13:24
10/14/2020 14:19:53
10/14/2020 14:19:24

Kimberly Nagel
Virginia Peery
Amy Crews
Christopher Shields

knagel36@yahoo.com
Ginnipeery@aol.com
zoey101710@yahoo.com
cshields317@gmail.com

8024 High Oak Road
604 Newfield Road
236 Carvel rd
8220 Riverside Drive

Glen Burnie
Glen Burnie
Pasadena
Pasadena

21060
21061
21122
21122

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

10/14/2020 14:14:16
10/14/2020 13:58:08
10/14/2020 13:48:19
10/14/2020 13:25:34

Teresa Burke
Britney Grube
Jackson Nutter
Lori Kennedy

harleybabie74@yahoo.com
Britney.morningstar@yahoo.com
jcnutter@outlook.com
prlori1225@gmail.com

925 Pierpoint Drive
8472 Main Ave.
4012 Hedges Rd
323 Sundance way

Pasadena
Pasadena
Pasadena

21122 Yes
21122 Yes
21122 Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

10/14/2020 12:43:23
10/14/2020 12:42:33
10/14/2020 12:41:40
10/14/2020 12:05:28

Darius OBrady
Michael W Drabo
Thomas J Carlin
William Shoe

Psycicmindpowers@gmail.com
mwdrabo@yahoo.com
tommytangles@gmail.com
shoe.indian@icloud.com

2202 Deerfern Crea.
300 Mangrove Road Severna Park, MD 21146
1002 Timber Creek Dr.
200 Ken-Mar Ave.

Baltimore City
Severna Park
Annapolis
Pasadena, MD

21209
21146
21403
21122

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

What or whom do you
represent?

Attachment

I'm in full support of this bill to revoke the CE's emergency powers.
Steuart Pittman has shown he is completely overstepping his duties. He is going against all reasonable science at this time in order to appease the
Teachers Unions. Our children are suffering by his actions. This article was recently published in The Atlantic which backs up why the schools needed to
already be opened! ? https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/10/schools-arent-superspreaders/616669/
Bill 83-20 should be passed, terminating Pittman’s ‘emergency’ powers. He has NO authority to institute or maintain ANY restrictions because any
‘emergency’ measures which result in a violation of the MD constitution are ILLEGAL and UNLAWFUL. In point of fact, Pittman (and Hogan) are violating
Articles 4, 8, 24, 36 and 44 of our MD Declaration of Rights. Maryland residents and businesses are DIEING because of Pittman’s tyrannical, illegal,
unlawful acts and VIOLATION of his oath of office. He should be forced to resign, and be arrested for his illegal actions. And any council person who fails
to take this step to STOP his tyranny, is equally guilty. As a Maryland resident, I DEMAND that you adhere to our Constitutional rights, by passing this bill to
FORCE Pittman to stop his tyranny!!! It is in YOUR power to do so. Please prove that you are an ally to AACO residents....not an ENEMY. Thank you.

I am a small business owner 3 restaurants trying to stay alive in this county. Winter is coming and my family is worried. This is a family business and I have
three adult children involved with families to support as well os themselves. This lockdown of business and school closings are destroying many people of
this county. Things NEED to change quickly.

Self explanatory...simply too much power to control what should be more Bipartisan decisions.
Pittman needs to go, the school need to open sooner than later. Enough is enough.

From Heroes to Fodder: When one individual inflicts bodily injury upon another such that death results, we call the deed manslaughter; when the assailant
knew in advance that the injury would be fatal, we call his deed murder. But when society places hundreds of proletarians in such a position that they
inevitably meet a too early and an unnatural death, one which is quite as much a death by violence as that by the sword or bullet; when it deprives
thousands of the necessaries of life, places them under conditions in which they cannot live — forces them, through the strong arm of the law, to remain in
such conditions until that death ensues which is the inevitable consequence — knows that these thousands of victims must perish, and yet permits these
conditions to remain, its deed is murder just as surely as the deed of the single individual; disguised, malicious murder, murder against which none can
defend himself, which does not seem what it is, because no man sees the murderer, because the death of the victim seems a natural one, since the offence
is more one of omission than of commission. But murder it remains. - Fredrich Engels, The Condition of the Working-Class in England

Mr Pittman has exceeded his authority, and violated the trust of the people who elected him. Lift the emergency decree and Reopen Anne Arundel county
now.

The original social compact did not outline such emergency powers nor the continued extensions of said emergency powers without a legislative vote or a
vote of support by the governed. An elected official cannot continue to extend unapproved by voter powers that impact the life and livelihood of the governed
without their consent in form of social compact.

Science overwhelmingly supports opening our economy fully. We know that elderly people as well as those with preexisting conditions are those who are
most at risk. Forcing the rest of us to suffer at this point is nothing short of tyrannical overreach by a County Executive thirsty for power. It is not the role of
our local government to dictate what we can and cannot do. Furthermore, new data straight from the CDC shows masks do nothing to prevent the spread of
this virus and in fact may result in higher infection rates. Open everything immediately with no restrictions or face the harsh reality that anyone who supports
further prohibitions in the name of safety will be voted out of office.

Open our county. Now. Open our schools. Now.
CE Pittman has shown he is over his head and cannot take a stand on anything. The latest example is schools. He was originally for opening at least as
hybrid but now just weeks before this was going to start, he flip flopped. He is beholden to the teachers unions and does what they want which is NOT in the
best interest of the kids. This virus has a 99% survival rate, kids are not getting it and instead under Pittmans lockdown they are becoming depressed and
even suicidal. Our state and county numbers do not justify staying locked down or having schools closed! He is also using the excuse winter is coming as a
reason to keep things closed. This shut down of schools and businesses has gone on too long. We are not scared. It is inexcusable that he keeps is shut
down over projections and "what ifs". He is a CE. Not a king!! CE Pittman has abused whatever power he thinks he has. He needs to be removed, for the
health and well-being of our children first and foremost. And for our citizens and businesses. If he wants to live in fear than it is his choice but the rest of us
do not.
It is not the County Executive's role to prevent transmission of communicable disease.
Pittman abusing his power and needs stopped.
END THIS LOCKDOWN NOW!
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Jessica Benton
Mary Orzano
MaryAnne Walden
Sandra Henley
Carrie Hilliard
Susan Wegner
Margo Bone
Annmarie Fournier

J.benton1021@gmail.com
picnpaintpottery@gmail.com
Maryanne@thewaldenfamily.com
sandioc636@gmail,com
Dddcarrie@gmail.con
susan@tnn.com
Bonesonthebay@verizon.net
apara001@gmail.com

8003 Hadfield Ct
942 Fawn Ave, Ste B
1034 Saint Stephens Church Road
636 Ross Drive
114 Longfellow Dr
1004 siske rd
836 north shore drive
1323 Peppertree Court

Pasadena
Pasadena
Crownsville
Pasadena
Millersville
Orchard Beach
Glen Burnie
Crofton

21122
21122
21032
21122
21108
21226
21060
21114

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Oppose
Support
Oppose

10/13/2020 23:33:56 Bronwyn Emmet

bronwyn.emmet@icloud.com

158 Colony Crossing

Edgewater

21037 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Oppose

10/13/2020 20:14:46
10/13/2020 15:18:23
10/13/2020 14:36:32
10/13/2020 13:24:03
10/13/2020 13:13:22
10/13/2020 13:12:40
10/13/2020 13:12:04
10/13/2020 13:11:45

Nicole Stinchcomb
Loubna Presley
Jessica Byron
Lorraine Smith
JJ Condra
Harriet Dustin
Steve Thomas
Melissa Hosse

Ncstinchcomb@gmail.com
loubnapresley@gmail.com
Jessicaheavel@hotmail.com
Lorismith0595@gmail.com
Jcondra5@gmail.com
Scondra318@gmail.com
sthomas@capitoltitle.com
melissahosse@gmail.com

7635 Stoney Creek Dr
900 Skyhill Lane
7731 Norfolk rd
827 Buckingham Drive
16 summerhill pk
820 Windsor rd
36 maryland ave
204 Circle Road

Pasadena
Odenton
Glen Burnie
Severna park

annapolis
Pasadena

21122
21113
21060
21146
21032
21012
21401
21122

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

10/13/2020 13:11:10
10/13/2020 13:10:28
10/13/2020 11:10:11
10/13/2020 8:50:32

Jonathan Condra
Shannon Condea
paula T. Montgomery
Theresa March

jcondra318@gmail.com
sthomas214@msn.com
pluppyv@yahoo.com
Tamarch20@gmail.com

16 Summerhill pk
16 Summerhill Pk
413 Greenwood Road
106 Patricia Ave

crownsville
Crownsville
linthicum
Linthicum

21032
21032
21090
21090

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

satironmag@yahoo.com

1402 Maryland Avenue

Severn

21144 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Oppose

scofields12345@gmail.com
jay.elbourn@gmail.com

5532 Carvel St
103 Wiltshire Ln

Churchton
Severna Park

20733 Yes
21146 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Oppose
Support

10/14/2020 12:03:28
10/14/2020 11:41:46
10/14/2020 11:40:08
10/14/2020 11:30:49
10/14/2020 11:06:30
10/14/2020 11:06:07
10/14/2020 10:58:27
10/14/2020 9:49:29

10/13/2020 8:39:11 Jenelle Kiernan

10/12/2020 23:10:08 Stacey Scofield
10/12/2020 22:36:04 James Elbourn

Zip Code

Representing
yourself?

What or whom do you
represent?

Melissa Hosse

Remarks

Attachment

These lockdown and mask mandates are killing businesses and our mental health
Wholeheartedly support this bill! One person should not have all this power! I am sooo disappointed I voyed for Pittman. He is abusing his powers!

Covid-19 has created a crisis throughout the world. This crisis has produced a test of leadership. With no good options to combat a novel pathogen,
countries were forced to make hard choices about how to respond. Here in the United States, our leaders have failed that test. They have taken a crisis and
turned it into a tragedy. The magnitude of this failure is astonishing. According to the Johns Hopkins Center for Systems Science and Engineering,1 the
United States leads the world in Covid-19 cases and in deaths due to the disease, far exceeding the numbers in much larger countries, such as China. The
death rate in this country is more than double that of Canada, exceeds that of Japan, a country with a vulnerable and elderly population, by a factor of
almost 50, and even dwarfs the rates in lower-middle-income countries, such as Vietnam, by a factor of almost 2000. Covid-19 is an overwhelming
challenge, and many factors contribute to its severity. But the one we can control is how we behave. And in the United States we have consistently behaved
poorly.We know that we could have done better. China, faced with the first outbreak, chose strict quarantine and isolation after an initial delay. These
measures were severe but effective, essentially eliminating transmission at the point where the outbreak began and reducing the death rate to a reported 3
per million, as compared with more than 500 per million in the United States. Countries that had far more exchange with China, such as Singapore and
South Korea, began intensive testing early, along with aggressive contact tracing and appropriate isolation, and have had relatively small outbreaks. And
New Zealand has used these same measures, together with its geographic advantages, to come close to eliminating the disease, something that has
allowed that country to limit the time of closure and to largely reopen society to a prepandemic level. In general, not only have many democracies done
better than the United States, but they have also outperformed us by orders of magnitude. Why has the United States handled this pandemic so badly? We
have failed at almost every step. We had ample warning, but when the disease first arrived, we were incapable of testing effectively and couldn’t provide
even the most basic personal protective equipment to health care workers and the general public. And we continue to be way behind the curve in testing.
While the absolute numbers of tests have increased substantially, the more useful metric is the number of tests performed per infected person, a rate that
puts us far down the international list, below such places as Kazakhstan, Zimbabwe, and Ethiopia, countries that cannot boast the biomedical infrastructure
or the manufacturing capacity that we have.2 Moreover, a lack of emphasis on developing capacity has meant that U.S. test results are often long delayed,
rendering the results useless for disease control. Although we tend to focus on technology, most of the interventions that have large effects are not
complicated. The United States instituted quarantine and isolation measures late and inconsistently, often without any effort to enforce them, after the
disease had spread substantially in many communities. Our rules on social distancing have in many places been lackadaisical at best, with loosening of
restrictions long before adequate disease control had been achieved. And in much of the country, people simply don’t wear masks, largely because our
leaders have stated outright that masks are political tools rather than effective infection control measures. The government has appropriately invested
heavily in vaccine development, but its rhetoric has politicized the development process and led to growing public distrust. The United States came into this
crisis with enormous advantages. Along with tremendous manufacturing capacity, we have a biomedical research system that is the envy of the world. We
have enormous expertise in public health, health policy, and basic biology and have consistently been able to turn that expertise into new therapies and
preventive measures. And much of that national expertise resides in government institutions. Yet our leaders have largely chosen to ignore and even
denigrate experts. The response of our nation’s leaders has been consistently inadequate. The federal government has largely abandoned disease control
to the states. Governors have varied in their responses, not so much by party as by competence. But whatever their competence, governors do not have the
tools that Washington controls. Instead of using those tools, the federal government has undermined them. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
which was the world’s leading disease response organization, has been eviscerated and has suffered dramatic testing and policy failures. The National
Institutes of Health have played a key role in vaccine development but have been excluded from much crucial government decision making. And the Food
and Drug Administration has been shamefully politicized,3 appearing to respond to pressure from the administration rather than scientific evidence. Our
current leaders have undercut trust in science and in government,4 causing damage that will certainly outlast them. Instead of relying on expertise, the
administration has turned to uninformed “opinion leaders” and charlatans who obscure the truth and facilitate the promulgation of outright lies. Let’s be clear
about the cost of not taking even simple measures. An outbreak that has disproportionately affected communities of color has exacerbated the tensions
associated with inequality. Many of our children are missing school at critical times in their social and intellectual development. The hard work of health care
professionals, who have put their lives on the line, has not been used wisely. Our current leadership takes pride in the economy, but while most of the world
has opened up to some extent, the United States still suffers from disease rates that have prevented many businesses from reopening, with a resultant loss
of hundreds of billions of dollars and millions of jobs. And more than 200,000 Americans have died. Some deaths from Covid-19 were unavoidable. But,
although it is impossible to project the precise number of additional American lives lost because of weak and inappropriate government policies, it is at least
in the tens of thousands in a pandemic that has already killed more Americans than any conflict since World War II. Anyone else who recklessly
squandered lives and money in this way would be suffering legal consequences. Our leaders have largely claimed immunity for their actions. But this
election gives us the power to render judgment. Reasonable people will certainly disagree about the many political positions taken by candidates. But truth is
neither liberal nor conservative. When it comes to the response to the largest public health crisis of our time, our current political leaders have demonstrated
that they are dangerously incompetent. We should not abet them and enable the deaths of thousands more Americans by allowing them to keep their jobs.
Dying in a Leadership Vacuum New England Journal of Medicine 10/8/2020
I feel the current pandemic situation requires that the county executive have emergency powers. This 48 hour termination puts the lives of Anne Arundel
County residents at risk. Mr. Pittman has done any excellent job during this difficult time and I support keeping the current arrangement of emergency
powers until the state of emergency is terminated by the 25 Governor of Maryland or the Maryland General Assembly.
Your overreach is destroying lives. Be a dictator for you and your family ONLY. Let me decide what is best for me and mine.

This is completely absurd. So many small businesses are losing everything and my kid needs to be in school. Online learning is a complete impossibility for
some students.

We need to move on safely, let individuals decide for themselves how to live. Set safeguards for those who need them and let those decide for their
families. I know too many businesses in AACO that have list their businesses. Businesses that have been around for decades.
Paraphrasing Section 2, this bill states that it is an emergency ordinance necessary to preserve public peace, health, safety, welfare, and property. This bill
is not in response to an emergency! This bill is in response to economic pressure, and the inability of certain people to comprehend that personal discomfort
is nothing compared to death. Complacency about mask use and social distancing is already setting in. If you vote to pass this bill, you will allow more
people to get sick and/or die. Reopening is not an emergency; reopening requires a plan, based on current data. Saying the crisis is over does not actually
solve the problem.
I own a small business, a martial arts studio in Anne Arundel County. With the COVID shutdown and restrictions, I am on the verge of closing my studio
down. Although I am encouraged by a few newly interested and potential students, the threat of a future shutdown gives me no confidence to be able to
continue my business. If I end up closing, that is just one more loss of services provided for the collective good of our community. My studio memberships
have dwindled significantly due to the fear of close contact, fear of transmission to susceptible family members at home, and people are just generally
hesitant to come back, based on constant negative news being pushed by the County Health Officer. The County Executive Office has shown a lack of
transparency in its deliberations on the economic restrictions and must start looking honestly at the actual science, which does not merit continuing
restrictions and fear-mongering. I and other business owners are now at the point where we must make major financial decisions if we are to have
successful businesses in Anne Arundel County. End the Emergency so we can open Anne Arundel County fully!
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10/12/2020 22:31:45 Peggy Williams

Full Name

ppfftt@hotmail.com

103 Wiltshire Ln

Severna Park

21146 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

I am dismayed and angered by the continuing power grab and overreach by County Executive Steuart Pittman and unelected Health Officer Dr K. Under the
guise of “public health,” our county has become a mini police state. It is now obvious that this virus is a highly politicized psy-op using fear to paralyze and
control people and influence the upcoming election. The Emergency Ordnance must come to an end before more lives and our economy is destroyed. The
County Executive must remember that he works for the people and we are tired of the ever-moving goalposts and metrics by which our lives are being
manipulated: “deaths” to “cases” to “infections” to “positivity rates.” His continuing restrictions are ruining peoples’ lives and severely hindering their ability to
earn a living. If Executive Pittman and Dr K care so much about public health, then they cannot simply ignore the incidence of domestic abuse, depression,
suicide, substance abuse, the decline in mental health, the damage being done to bored and socially-distanced (isolated) children in virtual learning, or the
economic impact in our county. States like Florida that opened fully have not seen a rise in deaths or hospitalizations from COVID. The science is clearly not
being followed since we are in a partial state of lockdown for a virus with such an incredibly low mortality rate. Open Anne Arundel County fully with no mask
mandates!!!

10/12/2020 21:32:01 Ann Willis
10/12/2020 20:36:06 Bonnie Schofield

meadow47run1@gmail.com
bonscho10@gmail.com

4700henshaw lane
726 Thornwood Dr

Pasadena
Odenton

21122 Yes
21114 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Oppose

10/12/2020 14:44:52 Kristin Watson

kdwatson09@gmail.com

18 2nd Street

Annapolis

21401 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Oppose

I am in support of the county executives decision to keep the civil state of emergency for as long as they deem necessary. I understand people are tired of
restrictions, however the decision maker should remain the county executive as he is working in coordination with the health department.

10/12/2020 14:26:20 Ryan Stavely

ryan@stavely.org

623 Lions Gate Lane

Odenton

21113 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Oppose

10/12/2020 13:41:21 Corey Harris

c_harris_9@yahoo.com

10 s Monroe rd

Annapolis

21402 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Oppose

As much as we wish for this pandemic to be over, it is beyond the power of the County Council to wish it away. On the contrary, termination of this would
simply worsen the problem and make the pandemic last longer. A vote against this irresponsible bit of legislation is in order, and Mr. Volke should be
ashamed of himself for wasting the board's time on such a matter.
County Executive Stuart Pittman has worked hard to gain the trust of his constituents and make decisions based on science. This pandemic has been an
extremely traumatic event for myself and my family, the County Executive was a beacon of hope often times holding town halls to ensure our concerns were
addressed. Since we are currently making vital decisions on reopening schools, I would like to stay with the leadership I have know through this tumultuous
time. Thank you!

10/12/2020 13:12:02 Mandy
10/12/2020 13:06:50 Rita Walters
10/12/2020 12:30:12 Rebecca Wrotny

Mkrauson@gmail.com
rita@pmw.com
rfw.nails@gmail.com

434 Lynwood drive
620 Pinewood Drive
1732 Whitfield Ct

SEVERNA park
Annapolis
Crofton

21146 Yes
21401 Yes
21114 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Oppose
Oppose
Oppose

10/12/2020 12:11:42 mary peabody

mppterp@gmail.com

1102 elgin ct.

annapolis

21403 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Oppose

10/12/2020 12:02:54 Jessica Pachler

jess@pachler.us

506 President St

Annapolis

21403 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Oppose

10/12/2020 11:37:04 Jeremy Strain

Jeremystrain@gmail.com

1565 Hallwood Ct

Crofton

21114 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Oppose

10/12/2020 11:34:57 Katherine King
10/12/2020 11:33:01 Diane Briczinski

Katherinekennedy85@yahoo.com
dtd118@yahoo.com

771 Oak Grove Circle
627 Park Rd.

Severna Park
Severna Park

21146 Yes
21146 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Oppose
Oppose

10/12/2020 11:07:31
10/12/2020 10:29:02
10/11/2020 16:49:19
10/11/2020 15:53:15
10/11/2020 15:50:36
10/11/2020 12:18:41

mike.murphy335@gmail.com
Brianlaws83@gmail.com
Mrsmaytag7@gmail.com
Ericjmossman3@gmail.com
KelsieReiser3@gmail.com
wowsci1317@gmail.com

5240 4th Street
1504 Ingalls Rd
605 East Maple rd
413 Shipley Rd
413 Shipley Rd
1317 SHAWNEE CT.

Brooklyn Park
Glen burnie
Linthicum
Linthicum
Linthicum
MILLERSVILLE

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

matthew.rehberg@gmail.com

7 Perry Circle, Apt A

Annapolis

21402 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

Joycurtin1@hotmail.com
mrphoto776@gmail.com
cynmorgan@hotmail.com
Skanderx2@gmail.com
Atharp3769@comcast.net
Crystalcklein@gmail.com
sedds1@yahoo.com
braysummerlea@yahoo.com
lniemeyer@marksmenco.com
Belconnn@gmail.com
Feliciaaliffi@gmail.com
craigjray@verizon.net
tnbocchetta@yahoo.com
givemeliberty30@gmail.com
Cssnms@yahoo.com
puttermonkey@yahoo.com
killian3014@gmail.com
erinkemp82@gmail.com
joe.giusto2@gmail.com
kjleib@hotmail.com
Katiemb147@aol.com

214 Drum Ave N
7651 ODaniel Court
1328 Double Gate Rd
1033 Nabbs Creek Rd
7978 Belhaven Avenue
775 Crandell rd
1760 Governor Bridge Rd
1619 Bay Ridge Rd
705 E Ordnance Rd, #107
2249 Time Dr
7023 Christian Loop
1737 crofton pkwy
201 Birch Ct
446 Yorkshire
725 N. Holly Dr
Po box 1454
318 Alexis Dive
7670 Water Oak Pt Rd
po box 104
1725 Mayfair Place
7832 Catherine ave

Pasadena
Glen Burnie
Davidsonville
Glen Burnie
Pasadena
West river
Davidsonville
Edgewater
Baltimore
Gambrills

21122
21061
21035
21060
21122
20778
21035
21037
21226
21054

Crofton
Severna Park
Severna Park
Annapolis
Pasadena
Glen Burnie
Passdena
linthicum
Crofton
Pasadena

21114
21146
21146
21409
21123
21061
21122
21090
211114
21122

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Oppose
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Oppose
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Michael J. Murphy Jr.
Brian Edward Laws
Bonnie Kay Rice
Eric Mossman
Kelsie Reiser
CHERIE DIANE ROBERTS

10/11/2020 5:29:20 Matthew Rehberg

10/11/2020 5:10:53
10/11/2020 4:11:29
10/11/2020 2:56:45
10/11/2020 2:04:39
10/10/2020 16:24:21
10/10/2020 11:11:01
10/10/2020 10:22:48
10/10/2020 10:06:35
10/09/2020 9:30:23
10/09/2020 1:13:30
10/08/2020 23:32:44
10/08/2020 21:54:04
10/08/2020 19:47:29
10/08/2020 15:18:42
10/08/2020 14:54:57
10/08/2020 11:31:18
10/08/2020 10:03:56
10/08/2020 9:56:42
10/08/2020 8:55:41
10/08/2020 8:49:55
10/08/2020 8:36:15

Joy Curtin
David Ray Morrow
Cynthia Morgan
Shannon Anderson
Alvah T Tharp Sr
Crystal Klein
Stacey Edds
Summerlea Lee
Linda Niemeyer
Belinda Connolley
Felicia Aliffi
Craig Ray
Tracy Bocchetta
Liberty Smack
Nicole Stewart
Lucy Kocurek
matthew killian
Erin Kemp
Joe Giusto II
Shannon Leadbetter
Katie blueford

Zip Code

21225
21061
21090
21090
21090
21108-____

Representing
yourself?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

What or whom do you
represent?

n/a

N/A

Panthers Pasadena

Attachment

I strongly oppose this bill and urge you to do the same. Mr. Pittman has been doing an excellent job handling this crisis and has my full support. Thank you
for your time and work, Bonnie Schofield

We’re in the position of low rates of COVID because of the cautions put into place!
I do not approve taking away the executive authority of our elected official. We are still in a very precarious time and our case rates and positivity rates are
on the rise and we are not at a time when we should let our guard down. Yes I understand it is tough but this is not the time to do this haphazardly. Flu
season is around the corner and this is an added risk to our most vulnerable populations.
Bill 83-20 should not pass. The county executive should retain the ability to extend the state of emergency room consultation with the county health
department.
Our health is not political. As long as we are in a pandemic, which we are, and as long as the governor has the state under energy declaration, so should be
the county and the county executive should have the power needed to handle this situation. No one knows what will happen in the next few months but
anyone watching other countries can see there is a major potential for a spike in cases and deaths. If Mr Volke wanted the power to make decisions at this
level, he should have run for County Executive. As it is, Mr Pittman was the person elected by a majority of the county and he should continue doing the job
he was elected for and Mr Volke should do his job and stop playing politics with the citizens of anne Arundel county and our health. If it weren't for people
like Mr Volke encouraging unsafe behavior, we might be closer to being out of this situation and people who have been killed by Covid might still be alive.
We don't want to lose any more citizens to this disease, so please do not pass this bill. Our very lives depend on it.
The health of our county and residents is not something that should be a politicized weapon. People that would like to bury their heads and pretend that this
deadly virus isn’t a risk would be fine to carry that as their own belief until crossing the line of risking other people’s lives. Key numbers have been left out
and ignored, such as infections in the Ft Meade and NSA areas as they pose a security risk. These people are also infectious however and excluding them
from counts lowers metrics in reopening debates. Numbers did well in the summer when most activities and people were outdoors, but now as indoor dining
and bars are opening more and becoming more visited, numbers are starting to rise. This on its own will push numbers into unsafe infectious areas, and to
continue opening things irresponsibly such as schools, with no airflow and confined spaces is going to make numbers and complications skyrocket. The
county executive won his right to make decisions in a legal election, and opposing political views now trying to take back that authority is spitting in the face
of democracy.
The number of Covid-19 cases in our county is rising again, and predicted to hit another spike up this fall/winter. Now is the time to exercise continued
caution, so our county residents don't suffer unnecessarily when the spike occurs later in the year/early next year. The county executive would be the best
person to lead this effort.
These restrictions are killing local businesses.
Get rid of all these stupid mask.

Enough is enough. Our kids need to go back to school. Our businesses need to open up. This shut down has been devastating to so many families. As
intelligent adults, we can implement measures to protect ourselves from the virus, we don't need a nanny government or county executive to do that for us.
Executive Branch at all levels of government have excessive power. County Executive abided his power implementing policies that made no logical sense
based on little-to-facts without consulting both sides of the aisle and considering opposing arguments. I attended a townhall where he was praised for
transparency, but when things got tough, he held closed door meetings with only those who already agreed with him attending. His policies violated the
Constitution and nothing was done about it. I am ready for the Council to remove much of his emergency powers; the Legislative Branch makes the laws,
the Executive enforces. Checks and Balance is key to preventing tyranny.

Stop the tyranny, the pandering and the overreach.
No more tyranny!!! End the abuse of power now!!

Revoke the vote
We want our freedom back. If the government can dictate what we must wear on our face, where do we draw the line?
Mr Pittman is absolutely destroying our economy and the American way of life.

Revoke Pittman’s emergency powers
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10/07/2020 20:23:40 Sara Lawrence

Full Name

Sara@infinityartistry.com

1661 wall dr

Pasadena

21012 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

steuart Pittman has been granted too much power and should not be able to rule over us like a dictator. He does not have the authority to continually dictate
what is safe and necessary. He should be immediately removed from power and stripped of all responsibility.

10/07/2020 20:22:59
10/07/2020 18:32:58
10/07/2020 18:04:21
10/07/2020 17:59:07

Ryan.white76@gmail.com
T_brum26@yahoo.com
manderson.rph@gmail.com
Jchaves1754@gmail.com

152 Creek Water Lane
714 Snowdon Ln
8 2nd Ave N
549 Rita Dr

Arnold
Glen Burnie
Glen Burnie
Odenton

21012
21061
21061
21113

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

10/07/2020 17:42:08 Kenneth New
10/07/2020 17:40:30 Dennis Lynch

kennethnew@yahoo.com
dlynch@artisanenviro.com

3667 1st Ave
71 Metispa Drive

Edgewater
Severna Park

21037 Yes
21146 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

10/07/2020 17:07:43
10/07/2020 17:05:07
10/07/2020 16:56:09
10/07/2020 15:34:25
10/07/2020 15:32:19
10/07/2020 15:30:28
10/07/2020 15:14:33
10/07/2020 14:51:00
10/07/2020 14:47:44
10/07/2020 14:43:12
10/07/2020 14:39:34

Pamela June Hawkins
Jerome Zadera
Marlette Newberger
Karla Perry
Michael Lapriola
Susan Holsey
Rose Guthrie
Anita Casey
Greg Wright
Julia Knott
Anne Marie Scrivener

phawkins121665@gmail.com
jzaderajr@gmail.com
Marlette@reagan.com
karla.a.perry65@gmail.com
Mlapriola@verizon.net
holsey_s@msn.com
guthrie599@gmail.com
acasey59@verizon.net
Gwright089@gmail.com
frenchknott@gmail.com
historyscribe@gmail.com

302 Winston Road
1215 Hampton Rd
1602 John Ross Lane
1460 Pleasantville dr
788 Oakwilde way
8146 Silverado Ct
7931 Pipers DL
711 Great Heron Drive
227 Garden Gate Lane
3313 Kenney Lane
151 Brick Church Road

Pasadena
Annapolis
crownsville
Glen burnie
Millersville
Pasadena
GLENBURNIE
Edgewater
Annapolis
Edgewater
Davidsonville

21122
21409
21032
21061
21108
21122
21061
20137
21403
21037
21035

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

10/07/2020 14:29:59
10/07/2020 14:09:12
10/07/2020 14:06:38
10/07/2020 13:54:17
10/07/2020 13:51:52
10/07/2020 13:33:06
10/07/2020 13:29:53
10/07/2020 13:20:21
10/07/2020 13:07:17
10/07/2020 12:53:33
10/07/2020 12:34:32
10/07/2020 12:34:13
10/07/2020 12:33:48
10/07/2020 12:33:10
10/07/2020 12:29:21
10/07/2020 12:28:19
10/07/2020 12:26:49
10/07/2020 12:25:01
10/07/2020 12:04:01
10/07/2020 12:01:22
10/07/2020 11:58:39
10/07/2020 11:58:32
10/07/2020 11:49:22
10/07/2020 11:46:06
10/07/2020 11:43:28
10/07/2020 11:43:12
10/07/2020 10:12:30
10/07/2020 8:11:23
10/07/2020 7:45:08
10/07/2020 6:26:30
10/07/2020 5:40:05
10/07/2020 1:01:51
10/07/2020 0:21:54
10/06/2020 23:32:01

Victoria Faith slack
Stasha Wittkamp
Edith J Slattery
Susan Herman
Angela Watson
Edith Smith
Aimee Neal
Erin Tapley
James Young
Erica Kinsey
Casey W Adams
Benjamin Adams
Zach
Jacob Adams
Nicole Slack
Teresa Semonick
Anna Johnston
Michael Shupp Johnson
Lori Bruther
Richard Bruther
LeRoy Wilder III
Deanna Elaine Brown
Stacey Montagne
Marc Pratta
A Ranaghan
Kathy Furkins
Edith Hopla
Jenn
Kelli Call
Tracey Makela
Tiffany Sattler Sattler
Duncan Tuley
Andra Cerasani
Patrick Gavin Johnson

vfslack@gmail.com
swittkamp51@gmail.com
jane_slattery@aol.com
sdherman4@verizon.net
awatson@asrefuse.com
ebsmitty@earthlink.net
Aims444@live.com
erin@creativefuze.com
Youngjp24@verizon.net
Etarry718@gmail.com
adamsfamilymd@gmail.com
benadams2025@gmail.com
zachadams2023@gmail.com
jacobadams2023@gmail.com
nfslack.ns@gmail.com
t.semonick@outlook.com
Ajjohnstontwo02@gmail.com
vmihero@aol.com
Loribruther@gmail.com
sbruther@att.net
Leroy51788@gmail.com
Deanna.e.brown.2015@gmail.com
Staceymontagne@yahoo.com
mpratta@gmai..cm
annlyn0518@aol.com
k.furkins@aol.com
ediehopla@gmail.com
jenndotson@verizon.net
raecall87@gmail.com
tdmakela@yahoo.com
tsattler@mission-bbq.com
duncantuley@gmail.com
Angelsk8ing@aol.com
pagejson1@gmail.com

1135 McHenry Drive
820 Manhattan Beach Rd
7905 Mayford Avenue
1505 Branchwood Dr
1914 Yorkie Ave
8026 High Oak Rd
439 Birch Drive
2400 Powderhorn Way
939 Still Pond Dr
228 Quiet Ridge Court
3750 Colliers Drive
3750 Colliers Drive
3750 Colliers Drive
3750 Colliers Drive
8658 New Bedford Harbour
800 Old Herald Harbor Road
8132 Forest Glen Drive
280 Kings College Court
1206 Breitwert Ave
1206 Breitwert Ave
273 Pinewood Road
885 Chinquapin Crest Drive
711 Tin Roof Ct
3680 NORTH CAROLINA AVE.
457 Yorkshire Drive
8028 Abbey Court
417 Walton ave
5 Park Pm, #126
519 Newfield rd
2106 Eden Wood Ln
8169 Ridgely Loop
8334 Woodland Road
1047 vena lane
1 Saint Elmo Court

Glen Burnie
Severna Park
Pasadena
Gambrills
Pasadena
Glen Burnie
Edgewater
Gambrills
Glen Burnie

21061
21146
21122
21054
21122
21060
21037
21054
21060
21122
21037
21037
21037
21037

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Oppose
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Oppose
Support
Support
Oppose
Support
Support
Support
Support

10/06/2020 22:53:03
10/06/2020 20:52:16
10/06/2020 19:59:13
10/06/2020 19:57:55
10/06/2020 19:30:52
10/06/2020 19:12:57
10/06/2020 18:47:23
10/06/2020 14:23:46

Kathi ridgley
Lindsay couch
Shane Carmadella
John Robertson
joanna currey
Dana DiGiorgio
Robert Ashby Shepherd
Kenna

Kathicoupon@hotmail.com
Lnruggiero@gmail.com
scarmade@gmail.com
Roberj28@live.com
jcurrey@seafarers.org
danadigi@gmail.com
shep126@gmail.com
Valentine

5381 sands road
2 butternut rd
1640 Shadyside dr
465 white cedar lane
8057 Telegraph Road
1530 Marco Drive
700 Wellerburn Avenue
1851 W Queens Ct

Lothian
Riva
Edgewater
Severna park
Severn
Pasadena
Severna Park
Crofton

20711
21140
21037
21146
21144
21122
21146

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

10/06/2020 14:02:35
10/06/2020 13:50:04
10/06/2020 13:48:28
10/06/2020 13:43:02
10/06/2020 12:01:49

Charles D Kline
John Ryan
John Ryan
Dana Ryan
William Billings

cdkline67@gmail.com
Whirledofcolor@gmail.com
Ryan5909@gmail.com
thumperodber@gmail.com
Mark.billings18829@gmail.com

1132 Nichols Ct
116 Roesler Road
1833 Quebec Street
1833 Quebec Street
4400 Mountain Road

Millersville
Glen Burnie
Severn
Severn
Pasadena

21108
21060
21144
21144
21122

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Ryan White
Teri Cunningham
Mark Anderson
Joseph Chaves

Zip Code

Edgewater
Edgewater
Edgewater
Edgewater
Crownsville
Pasadena
Arnold
Odenton
Odenton
Millersville
Harwood
Odenton
EDGEWATER
Severna Park
PASADENA
Baltimore
Annapolis
Glen burnie
Gambrills
Severn
Pasadena
Pasadena
Cockeysville

21032
21122
21012
21113
21113
21108
20776
21113
21037
21146
MD
21225
21401
21061
21054
21144
21122
21122
21030

MD

Representing
yourself?

What or whom do you
represent?

Whirled of Color Customs

Attachment

Mr. Pittmans use of emergency powers has far exceeded what is necessary to mitigate COVID-19 to the county. Revoke all additional authority extended to
him.
It is time for the the County Executive's and associated "Health Officer's" control over the reopening of Anne Arundel County to come to an end. The
science does not back the over reaching power he has impressed upon the citizens of AACO!

Open Maryland. Emergency removal of Pittman.

This state of emergency must be terminated now. The county has suffered enough. If you need documentation and sources, please contact me. Here is one YES
article about the uselessness of masks. The elimination of this mandate would allow the economy to come back like a charging bull. Time to bring back the
Constitution and rule of law in Anne Arundel County. Lawsuits coming. https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2006372
Need to stop Pittman from holding AA County residents hostage!
Because Pittman is power hungry and wants to destroy the middle class and AA County!
Pittman is holding back the county, schools and hurting small businesses.

Please support this bill.
Please support this bill to revoke Pittman’s emergency powers. We are feed up with this shutdown. It’s killing businesses and hurting the people of AACO.

End this now!
Remove emergency powers from Pittman
Open up 100% now!
Death rates are in the basement. No deaths this week. The lockdowns and emergency powers are forfeit. They are continued as an excuse for agendas and
are a gross abuse of power.

It is important that the county has a voice of the majority of our people residing in it. Not the voice of a small few.
The County Executive needs to be removed from office
Mr. Pittman has been egregiously overstepping his powers as county executive. He is not the emperor. People in AACo are smart and informed enough to
decide what level of existence is safe for them right now. They do not need Mr. Pittman to do that for them. Maryland is in a place where we do not need
oppressive blanket action, we need action towards vulnerable groups. So let’s move toward that! The first step is toning down how much Pittman has a say
in these matters. The current level is ridiculous.

The County Executive is not making decisions based on science and it’s hurting our children, businesses and families.
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10/06/2020 9:19:25 Danielle Brooke Vogl
10/06/2020 8:04:49 James Brotherton

Full Name

danielle.vogl@yahoo.com
Jbrotherton86@yahoo.com

208 Oak Drive
272 Keith CT

Pasadena
Millersville

21122 Yes
21108 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

10/06/2020 7:50:57
10/06/2020 7:27:02
10/06/2020 7:06:20
10/06/2020 7:03:33
10/06/2020 2:12:37
10/06/2020 0:55:46
10/06/2020 0:39:52
10/06/2020 0:14:35

kari79lp@aol.com
KshanahanRx@comcast.net
gmwitcher@yahoo.com
daskrenchuk@yahoo.com
barbara.slessman@gmail.com
pfjoyce2002@yahoo.com
Pb26518@aol.com
christinemarr99@gmai.com

8084 Wolsey Ct
1216 Turnberry Ct
323 a Washington Ave
307 Otto Lane
615 Mel Court
100 Southway
2103 Southlawn Dr.
12506 Stratford Garden Dr.

Pasadena
Passdena
Brooklyn Park
Gambrills
Westminster
Severna Park
Edgewater
Silver Spring

21122
21122
21235
21054
21157
21146
21037
20904

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

10/05/2020 23:58:50 Andrew T Fussell
10/05/2020 23:40:40 Robert McQuay
10/05/2020 22:27:49 Ruth Roberson

afussell91@gmail.com
danmcquay1@gmail.com
Judochop20@hotmail.com

8278 Ahearn Dr
57 HARBOUR HEIGHTS DR
304 Carlyn drive

Millersville
Annapolis
Severna Park

21108 Yes
21401 Yes
21146 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Oppose
Support

10/05/2020 22:22:41 Gabriela G
10/05/2020 22:19:09 Heather Sanders

ggri73@gmail.com
heatherannsan@gmail.com

Annapolis
1871 East Queens Ct

Annapolis
Crofton

Yes
21114 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

10/05/2020 22:00:41 Sharon Harris

sharhar410@aol.com

461 Susan Ct

Linthicum

21090 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

County Executive has over reached his authority without the facts and science to support the destruction of our community, our family’s and our welfare. He
must be removed to save the county from destruction.

10/05/2020 21:47:40 Jacob Mullis

jmullis4310@gmail.com

8448 Arbutus Rd.

Pasadena

21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

County Executive Stuart Pittman has misrepresented his constituents and abused his authority during the state of emergency regarding restrictions and
reopening strategy. I do not support, agree with, or trust his decisions as County Executive. My county councilman Nathan Volke is a fine representation of
our views here in Anne Arundel county and should Remove the powers granted to execute Pittman immediately and reopen our county to align with the rest
of Maryland Immediately!

10/05/2020 21:18:44 Erin Muller
10/05/2020 21:10:58 Kristina Rimel
10/05/2020 20:56:26 Michele Tuttle

erinmuller75@yahoo.com
Kristinarimel@verizon.net
Mtcleaninglady@aol.com

8431 Bay Rd
7 Senate Drive
Sumac Rd

Pasadena
Pasadena
GB

21122 Yes
21122 Yes
21060 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

10/05/2020 20:45:03 Chris Willis

christopher.shawn.willis@gmail.com

3568 Loch Haven Dr

Edgewater

21037 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

10/05/2020 20:37:26
10/05/2020 20:36:06
10/05/2020 20:31:00
10/05/2020 20:17:52
10/05/2020 15:55:16
10/05/2020 15:15:06

andrewsena75@gmail.coma
frb0208@gmail.com
mrb42801@aol.com
sarjoenic@gmail.com
aquadrh@gmail.com
Pensive7@outlook.com

3397 Littleton Way
3397 Littleton Way 4D
176 Inverness rd
7075 timberfield place
842 White ave
117 sylvan ave

Pasadena
Pasadena
Severna park
Chestnut hill cove md
Linthicum
Millersville

21122
21122
21146
21226
21090
21108

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Support termination of civil emergency. Unconstitutional

10/05/2020 11:33:09 Kimberly Nutter

kimberly.nutter@outlook.com

4012 Hedges Road

Pasadena

21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

10/05/2020 11:21:18
10/05/2020 10:22:43
10/05/2020 10:16:16
10/05/2020 8:43:51

bellefoo2@msn.com
Nale1222@comcast.net
chronigerl@yahoo.com
Becks21122@msn.com

7981 Covington Ave
4011 Belle of Georgia Avenue
5826 Carrs Creek Rd
1546 Marco Drive

Glen Burnie, Maryland
Pasadena
Churchton
Pasadena

21061
21122
20733
21122

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

County Executive Pittman has unnecessarily delayed reopening the county. Many businesses that bring in revenue to our county and state have been
absolutely destroyed. Many residents are now unemployed due to these prolonged shut downs. When questioned Pittman says it is for our safety, but
refuses to provide any valid scientific data for his decisions. In fact just this week (10/1) Governor Hogan announces that our state reported no new COVID
deaths. However, Pittman announced our county had a death due to COVID. I believe Pittman is either incompetent to make these decisions or is abusing
these powers. It is in the county’s best interest that his ability to control our shut downs be revoked.
It is way past time to get out of this so called emergency, give us our god given rights back and stop the nonsense!

10/04/2020 23:45:58 Shannon Davis
skorendavis@yahoo.com
10/04/2020 13:23:42 bruce goodman
begoodman88@yhoo.com
10/04/2020 13:14:27 Alderman Brooks Schandelmeier Bschandelmeier@gmail.com

1911 Hilltop Rd
6351 barnett ave
1385 Stonecreek Road

Pasadena
sykesville
Annapolis

21122 Yes
21784 Yes
21403 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Oppose

10/04/2020 11:58:49
10/04/2020 10:45:18
10/04/2020 10:28:48
10/04/2020 9:42:28
10/04/2020 3:40:58
10/03/2020 23:21:54

susan_clasen@yahoo.com
jgravesfam@comcast.net
Anniebombard@gmail.com
stbieda@gmail.com
Kmj7787@yahoo.com
Pbgberry@yahoo.com

530 Meadowmist Way
221, Seneca Terrace
1406 Saybrooke Ct
8330 Capel Dr
1816 cremen Rd
427 epping way

Odenton
Pasadena
Pasadena
Pasadena
Pasadena
Annapolis

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Hoodman913@aol.com
Brittany.n.stock@gmail.com
Belliott0913@gmail.com

913 Blakistone Rd
1224 Bradley Road
211 poplar Ave

Glen Burnie
Severn
Edgewater

21060 Yes
2114 Yes
21037 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

Kari Saghy
Kelly Shanahan
Ginna Witcher
David Skrenchuk
Barb Slessman
Paul F Joyce
Pat Bergie
Christine Marr

Andrew Sena
Francesca Sena
Matthew Blades
Michael Raimondo
Donna Huddy
Cynthia Tubaya

Paula Prager
Nanette Nale
Lindsey Chroniger
Kimberly Beck

Susan Clasen
James Graves
Anne Bombard
Shawna Bieda
Keith Jones
Patti Berry

10/03/2020 22:11:25 Ryan Lawson
10/03/2020 21:46:44 Brittany Stock
10/03/2020 20:17:13 Brandon Elliott

Zip Code

21113
21122
21122
21122-4844
21122
21401

Representing
yourself?

What or whom do you
represent?

Remarks

Attachment

It’s time to open the county. We flattened the curve of new cases a longtime ago. The only people that seem to be in danger are ones with pre-existing
conditions and the elderly. These are the ones we need to focus on keeping safe. Not the young and healthy.
I’m in insurance and I’ve seen way too many people lose their livelihoods. It is so sad and we need to reopen.

I support Bill 83-20 to revoke Pittman's Emergency Powers!.
out of control CE
I'm writing in support of Bill 83-20 to relieve Mr. Pittman of his emergency powers as they are inappropriate overreach. A case-demic doesn't qualify as a
reason to remove civil liberties. There is no life threatening emergency to 99.99% of people in AA county, and to 99.76% of people who even test positive for
covid.

AA council, please end these unconstitutional, draconian, harmful lock downs. We must not let this virus dominate our lives. Stats show how survivable
Covid is. We are KILLING businesses and along with that we kill livelihoods. Our county is suffering, our people are struggling, our children are suffocating. I
am not afraid and you should not be either. Respectfully, Ruth Roberson
Our children need to go back to school! What's happening to them now is doing far more damage than possibly contracting COVID-19. Plus, their immune
systems are weakening by the day.

Stewart Pittman has no right to keep us in this position. To many families have lost everything,There homes, jobs and livelihood Businesses have shut
down. The suicide rate is through the roof. Depression and sobriety is at a all time high. We need help and leadership, not a controlling person who is one
sided.
It is abundantly clear that Pittman has lost, or maybe never had, the ability to make sound, INFORMED decisions concerning Anne Arundel County in
regards to Covid-19. In addition, the current C-19 metrics do not justify Pittman maintaining emergency powers.

Pittman is killing our economy and the science does not justify it. Reopen Maryland. And pay the businesses back to reopen
This has nothing to do with our health. It is tyranny. We have an ignorant electorate that could easily be led right off of a cliff. You see them everyday driving
alone in their car, windows up with a mask on. They will be the first to ask why do we no longer have a country? Seek the truth it is there.

With the CE orders, we are currently paying for two mortgages. We have one rental property which was our first home, and the current tenants are unable
to pay their rent, due to the virus, so it all falls on is I. Order to keep our credit in good standing. Lifting the stay on evictions would help our situation. The
tenants own a home in Baltimore County where they can live, but choose to stay in our home since there is nothing we can do. The extra money this
property normally brings in, helps to supplement our income, and aids in saving for a college fund for our 16 year old son. Please pass this bill and remove
Pittmans Emergency rights.

Thank you Chairwoman Pickard, Vice Chair Lacey, and honorable members of the Anne Arundel County Council, I am writing today to oppose Bill 83-20.
Anne Arundel County is performing well in the COVID-19 pandemic, with our case numbers staying below surrounding jurisdictions. This is because of the
leadership of County Executive Pittman and Dr. Kalyanaraman. Reckless reopening for political gain will reverse that. States and jurisdictions that ignored
basic medical data saw dramatic spikes in case numbers and increases in deaths. Federally we are seeing the results of putting politics before medical
science with President Trump, three US Senators, and several white house staffers being diagnosed with Covid-19. I say this because as elected officials
we have an obligation and a duty to do what’s best for the health of our constituents, not take steps to score political points and climb the political ladder.
Councilman Volke, you have already told Mr. Pittman that he “would be a one term County Executive.” Both you and Councilwoman Haire are rumored to be
looking to run for higher office, potentially against County Executive Pittman in the next election cycle. Your political aspirations are not worth the health of
my constituents. Annapolis’ 5th Ward is very diverse, with large Latinx and African American populations. These populations face a disproportionate impact
of Covid-19. When irresponsible policy is put in place, they are often the first to get sick and the least likely to receive quality care. Several of my
constituents in the food service industry caught COVID-19 when indoor dining restrictions were loosened. Several neighbors of mine who work in retail are
afraid that they will get sick at work. Those cases might just be numbers on a spread sheet for political calculus to you, but to me, they are my friends and
members of my community. I am strongly opposed to this bill. If the members of the council need a reminder why medical science should be put before
politics, they can look to the President. Alderman Brooks Schandelmeier Ward 5, Annapolis
Our community deserves more transparency with the decision making.

Pittman needs to go. It’s absolutely shameful what he’s doing to these businesses in Anne Arundel County! Let people make their own decisions about
going out. If they are in fear of the virus STAY HOME but stop penalizing these businesses. He’s awful!
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10/03/2020 18:12:03 Nelda Fink

nfink@litebiz.net

8372 norwood dr

MILLERSVILLE

21108-0064

Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

Please read my attached letter to Ms Pichard, Councilwoman District 2. I will also be emailing the same. And Thank you for providing this portal to allow
comments to be submitted so easily.

YES

10/03/2020 18:02:23 Colin Kelly
10/03/2020 17:16:55 Susan
10/03/2020 16:55:02 Heather snowden

colkel97@aol.com
susanmtb1965@comcast.net
hsnowden12@hotmail.com

1563 STUART RD
309 orchard road
1405 Foxwood Court

EDGEWATER
Edgewater
Annapolis

21037 Yes
21037 Yes
21409 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

Dial it Back, Stu.

10/03/2020 14:18:06
10/03/2020 14:15:39
10/03/2020 13:50:32
10/03/2020 12:47:29
10/03/2020 8:44:14
10/03/2020 8:42:14

Jenna Gurr
Heather Szymanski
Joshua Burr
Dana Barish
Peter Corkhill
Joseph Gresock

jennavive08@live.com
theskiteam@yahoo.com
jcbur97@yahoo.com
partiesbydana@gmail.com
Cork379@msn.com
jgresock

1739 Remington drive
8144 Riverside Drive
1325 Donald Ave
213 Doncaster Road
379 Valley Stream Rd
6110 Kaybro St

Crofton
Pasadena
Severn
Arnold
Severna Park
Laurel

21114
21122
21144
21012
21146
20707

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Melinda Kiracofe
Lisa Vracar
anna trochimowicz
liz trochimowicz
timothy trochimowicz

coffeemindy@yahoo.com
Lisavracar@gmail.com
lizzietroch@gmail.com
lizzietroch@gmail.com
lizzietroch@gmail.com

7806 Solari Court
8151 Solomon’s Xing
7994 west riverside drive
7994 west riverside drive
7994 west riverside drive

Pasadena
MILLERSVILLE
pasadena
pasadena
pasadena

21122
21108
21122
21122
21122

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Oppose

eileen.m.bowers843@gmail.com

8998 Fort Smallwood rd

Pasadena

21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Oppose

Justin.Stubler@gmail.com
neal.anders@gmail.com
balster.lindsay303@gmail.com
Mrschadball@gmail.com
mikwillis@gmail.com
larryrao@aol.com
jimbosadler@gmail.com
starduster2405@hotmail.com
christinattribble@gmail.com
cjchaves2017@gmail.com
shrudolf1@comcast.net
mandy.w.sleight@gmail.com
Devonhitson85@yahoo.com
FarenL@aol.com
ejburgoon@yahoo.com
clayeshawsr@gmail.com

2475 wintergreen way
7620 Ben's Way
242 Carroll road
711 Fairway Dr
3568 loch haven
2105 piney branch circle. Unit 406
2903 Devonshire Court
507 Old Mill Road
412 hucknall ct
549 Rita Dr
831 Turf Valley Drive
1022 Shoreland Dr
4309 Muddy Creek Rd
61 Church Road
101 Leymar Rd
1169 wharf dr

Gambrills
Pasadena
Pasadena
Annapolis
Edgewater
Hanover
Pasadena
Millersville
Severna park
Odenton
Pasadena
Glen Burnie
Harwood
Arnold
Glen Buenie
Pasadena

21054
21122
21122
21409
21037
21076
21122
21108
21146
21113
21122
21060
20776
21012
21060
21122

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Oppose
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

10/02/2020 14:54:20 beverlee dillow
10/02/2020 14:22:48 Stacy Meadows

bevdillow@gmail.com
meadowsds@verizon.net

7951 Elvaton Rd
1560 Marco Drive

Glen Burnie
Pasadena

21114 Yes
21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

10/02/2020 13:46:44
10/02/2020 13:24:25
10/02/2020 13:20:26
10/02/2020 12:59:00

Jennifer Morrison
Dina Padeletti
Morgan B Wales
Stacy Eckels

jhwren@hotmail.com
dtp824@yahoo.com
Mbwales@hotmail.com
seckels15@gmail.com

1410 old fort Smallwood rd
7337 Mockingbird Circle
7813 Fern Hollow Court
4957 MUDDY CREEK Rd

Pasadena
Glen Burnie
Glen Burnie
West River

21122
21060
21060
20778

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

10/02/2020 12:42:16
10/02/2020 12:39:39
10/02/2020 12:17:18
10/02/2020 12:11:13
10/02/2020 11:57:08

Cassandra McLemore
Kimberly Wharton
Pam Ditch
Jessica McGuire
Jennifer Rivers

cmclemore5@hotmail.com
Mikeandkim90@hotmail.com
Pamditch00@gmail.com
fedgemcguire@gmail.com
joshandjenr@yahoo.com

317 Double Eagle Dr
2950 E Almondbury Drive
1268 Rock Hill Road
8002 Caliburn Ct
1013 Rosslare Ct

Linthicum
Pasadena
Pasadena
Pasadena
Arnold

21090
21122
21122
21122
21012

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Fry721@gmail.com
Jenflynn1@verizon.net

1001 Chestnut Moss Ct
208 Avondale circle

Chestnut Hill Cove
Severna Park

21226 Yes
21146 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

10/03/2020 8:23:48
10/03/2020 8:09:58
10/03/2020 7:50:37
10/03/2020 7:49:10
10/03/2020 7:46:50

Full Name

10/03/2020 6:07:45 Eileen Michele Bowers
10/03/2020 2:09:39
10/02/2020 23:08:25
10/02/2020 23:08:01
10/02/2020 22:05:59
10/02/2020 20:41:36
10/02/2020 20:30:11
10/02/2020 20:26:58
10/02/2020 19:39:55
10/02/2020 19:17:06
10/02/2020 18:56:05
10/02/2020 17:14:23
10/02/2020 16:43:43
10/02/2020 16:23:59
10/02/2020 15:42:44
10/02/2020 15:37:25
10/02/2020 15:10:28

Justin Stubler
Neal Anders
Lindsay Bowman
Leighanne Ball
Kimberly Willis
Larry Rao
James Sadler
Patti Trainor
Christina Tribble
Caleb Chaves
Shannon Rudolf
Mandy Sleight
Devon Hitson
Faren Lohfeld
Elizabeth Burgoon
Clay Shaw

10/02/2020 11:54:14 Scott Fry
10/02/2020 11:27:25 Jennifer Flynn

What or whom do you
represent?

Healthy Americans

Select

We were told back In March that the shutdowns were for 2 weeks to @ flatten the curve , and here are months Later and all we here from the governor is
how good MD is doing but the CE and health DR a continue to move the goal post , I’m not saying that people Shouldn’t take COVID seriously and don’t
need to take precautions but the time has come to find a balance , I have lived in aaco for 46 years and am saddened by all the business closures I read
about in a daily basis
We need our county back! Please pass this bill so AACo businesses stop losing money and closing. Pittman and his staff MUST have more transparency!!!!
Revoke Pittman’s powers please!
I’m writing to strongly support the end the State of Emergency in Anne Arundel County. There is a growing body of research showing the negative effects of
isolation (due to gathering restrictions) and other restrictions related to the government’s COVID-19 response. I contend that public safety is currently
endangered by the restrictions imposed by EO 20-07-29-01 and all subsequent executive orders, which may outweigh the public safety concerns of COVID19 itself. There is a growing body of research that mental health issues and substance abuse are on the rise due to social isolation and job loss [1]. In
addition, the suicide rates due to social isolation and job loss are on the rise [2]. This article [3] has a more complete description of the psychological effects
of COVID-19-related restrictions, including pointing out that attending regular religious gatherings is proven to reduce suicide rates (and therefore the lack of
them would increase it). I believe all of these negative effects are a direct result of the restrictions imposed by these Executive Orders, however wellintentioned they were. There comes a time when the effects of a State of Emergency on public health must be weighed against the effects of rescinding the
State of Emergency. With the COVID-19 positivity rate remaining low for so long, I believe that time is now. I now believe that having these restrictions in
place could have more and longer term detrimental effects on public health than the effects of COVID-19 itself. You have the power to benefit the mental
health and wellbeing of Anne Arundel County by rescinding the current State of Emergency. Please use it. Sincerely, Joseph Gresock 6110 Kaybro St
Laurel, MD 20707 [1] https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/the-implications-of-covid-19-for-mental-health-and-substance-use/ [2] https:
//academic.oup.com/qjmed/advance-article/doi/10.1093/qjmed/hcaa202/5857612 [3] https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/media-spotlight/202006/arewe-facing-post-covid-19-suicide-epidemic
Time to get these kids back to school ASAP
I am a senior in high school. Open the schools to full capacity !!!
reduce pittmans power. open the schools and our businesses to 100 percent. Especially our churches......freedom of religion,
Pittman has too much power, and it is in opposition of the Governor's position which is to open our economy. AACo and specifically Pasadena death rate is
LOW.
Businesses and lives are being destroyed. There is no reason Pittman should be keeping us locked up in Stage 3. He's cost enough people to lose
everything they have worked hard for and there's no way for them to ever get that back.
It is time to start listening to the governor.
OPEN UP THE SCHOOLS AND GET THIS CLOWN OUT OF OFFICE! HES A TRAITOR

Stop Pinhead now
Enough with the overreach by our lame duck governor & now our inept, follow-the-leader county executive. Time to open up our county & state.

We need to open this county before we lose even 1 more small business. The rules in place are only hurting people not helping anyone
thankfully my business was selected as essential but so many great businesses did not get that privilege. Business owners should have the right to run their
business in the manner they choose and not be forced to comply to rules set by fearful government officials. Please allow Anne Arundel County to start our
recovery.
I am in support of withdrawing the emergency powers of the CE because in the last council meeting the Council passed a resolution calling for County
Executive Pittman to lift the 10PM curfew on indoor, alcohol-serving establishments. Mr. Pittman refused even as as the County Health Officer admitted
there is no data to show an increased transmission risk after 10PM. I am also infuriated that the casino at Arundel Mills does not have to follow the
guidelines of closing at 10 pm. Mr. Pittman has also held Anne Arundel County in phase 2 when most of the rest of the state has moved on to phase 3. This
refusal to listen to the council members who were representing their districts allows me to believe that Mr. Pittman does not respect the council or the
citizens of Anne Arundel County. Therefore, because Mr. Pittman does not have the best interest of the county citizens in mind; he should no longer be able
to make singular decisions for the county as outlined in the emergency order.
We have a governor. Our county councilman should not be making decisions that override the governor.

The shut downs have gone on for far too long. The council should have input and a seat at the table during the discussions moving forward and the time
has come to revoke the emergency powers given to Pittman. Our business are suffering and life has to resume. Let people choose the level of risk they are
comfortable with.

Please revoke Pittmans Emergency Powers. People are losing their businesses
County Executive Steuart Pittman has too much control. He needs to be stopped and the county council need to be able to properly represent the people.
Businesses and schools need to be fully reopened. Sports at all levels, especially high school need to be restarted immediately. The county council needs to
have the power to make these decisions for the people of Anne Arundel county and bypass Pittman and Dr. Kalyanaraman who have too much control and
have implemented too harsh of restrictions on our county!
It has become very clear that Steuart Pittman is NOT representing AA county citizens best interests and is abusing his power by randomly deciding which
businesses to enforce more restrictions on. He and his health officer should not have the ability to make these decisions without allowing more access to
their meetings and the data they are basing these decisions on. Their needs to be a larger more diverse group of people making these life changing
decisions for the citizens of AA county for whom they work.
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City

10/02/2020 11:02:23 Shaun Leway
10/02/2020 10:55:01 Rickie Harris

Full Name

Shaun.leway@corevaluepm.com
Stumbler24@yahoo.com

1761 Tyrone st
8134 Main Creek Rd

Crofton
Pasadena

10/02/2020 10:43:14
10/02/2020 10:31:19
10/02/2020 10:31:19
10/02/2020 10:02:58
10/02/2020 10:01:26
10/02/2020 10:00:48
10/02/2020 9:59:40

Legislation

Position

Remarks

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

I support this
Executive Pittman has grossly overestimated his powers as county executive. His actions have negatively affected the lives and businesses of the county he
is chartered with representing. His powers should be revoked immediately, and American freedoms restored to the citizens of the county.

mmurphy384@yahoo.com
bbillings@consolidatedinsurance.com
nickrush006@yahoo.com
Karen.unitedmarine@gmail.com
Dmaeriley@yahoo.com
Ibrepka@gmail.com
Dsobo@verizon.net

596 Tower Bank Court
107 14th Ave
246 Glenda Court
7402 Mulberry rd
1208 chestnut street
15 Weems Creek dr
1205 Hanson way

SEVERNA PARK
Baltimore
Millersville
Hanover
Severn
Annapolis
Severn

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Oppose
Support
Support
Oppose
Support
Support

Pittman's overreach needs to end.
Let's reopen!!!!!

10/02/2020 9:56:55 Margaret Frost
10/02/2020 9:56:42 Bob Rogers

maggie.frost@hotmail.com
roro20776@verizon.net

1430 Watts ave
452 Lankford Road

Severn
Harwood

21144 Yes
21076 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

10/02/2020 9:31:21 Christina Dancz

Christina.dancz@yahoo.com

2436 Vineyard

Crofton

21114 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

10/02/2020 9:21:37 Jaron Rice

Children are suffering and have been suffering for months. The schools need to be opened. This gross over reach of power that is not following any scientific
data must end.

jrice@magothy.biz

7657 Sherlock Court

Pasadena

21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

The small business community desperately needs Mr. Pittman to rescind his emergency powers and follow the guidance of Governor Hogan. Mr. Pittman's
politicizing of the crisis, which is now statistically over, is hurting small businesses and families alike.

10/02/2020 9:20:26 Michelle Sobolewski

michsobo5@gmail.com

1205 Hanson Way

Severn

21144 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

Please save our beautiful county. I have lived here my whole life. I am raising my children here. We are literally in hell over Pittmans political nonsense.
Please remove this man from any power and open AACO. Sports, schools, businesses, etc all need to be open as normal. Mask mandate gone. I am in
Healthcare MASKS don’t work in the way we are being forced to wear them. Please help us . Please pray for us.

10/02/2020 9:14:15 Susan Campana
10/02/2020 9:10:44 Theresa Amos
10/02/2020 9:09:22 Karen Weiss

susancampana@comcast.net
Tamos0786@gmail.com
Naranji@broadstripe.net

622 Maple Hill Ln
4083 Waterview Drive
452 Royal Beach Road

Crownsville
Edgewater
Pasadena

21032 Yes
21037 Yes
21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

10/02/2020 9:07:12 katherine l mann

tkrc0242@gmail.com

182 Virginia Ln, Apt G

Glen Burnie

21061 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

10/02/2020 9:04:02
10/02/2020 9:03:53
10/02/2020 8:56:29
10/02/2020 8:53:05

Smullis4310@gmail.com
Billsimpsonjr@aol.com
Pmcassidy@hotmail.com
meppinger322@comcast.net

8448 arbutus RD
452 Royal Beach Rd
247 Braxton Way
3522 Monarch Dr

Pasadena
Pasadena
Edgewater
Edgewaater

21122
21122
21037
21037

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

baherseyesq@gmail.com

3312, Blackberry Lane

Davidsonville

21035 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

10/02/2020 7:38:20 Diane Aversa
10/01/2020 22:58:18 Bryan Copeland
10/01/2020 21:09:06 Lauri Miller

Diane.aversa1@gmail.com
morpheous25_2000@yahoo.com
Lauripmiller@hotmail.com

620 Caracle ct
238 Edward Lane
515 Windham Ct

Millersville
Lothian
Severna Park

21108 Yes
20711 Yes
21146 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

10/01/2020 20:29:56
10/01/2020 16:55:23
10/01/2020 15:47:56
10/01/2020 14:12:21

dlcjr1775@gmail.com
jeestartiz@gmail.com
lthorn919@gmail.com
Swt7479@msn.com

388 Berkshire Drive
6651 highview terrace
907 Main St
910 Hilltop Rd

Riva
Tracy’s landing
Deale
Orchard Beach

21140
20779
20751
21226

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

10/01/2020 13:32:48 Jody Wadsworth
10/01/2020 13:29:37 Harry Wadsworth
10/01/2020 13:05:14 Jerry Todd Johnson

Wineswithjody@gmail.com
hajody2@man.com
jjgolfhacker@yahoo.com

1072 Sun Valley Dr
1072 Sun Valley Dr
720 207th St

Annapolis
Annapolis
Pasadena

21409 Yes
21409 Yes
21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

09/30/2020 21:28:43 Maxine Cramblitt
09/30/2020 21:23:36 Gary Blevins
09/30/2020 20:03:17 Andrew Conklin

mlcramblitt@gmail.com
garyblevins@verizon.net
alconklin@aol.com

1948 Cedar Road
9204 Goose Pond Drive
329 Dorchester Rd.

Pasadena
Pasadena
Pasadena

21122 Yes
21122 Yes
21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

09/30/2020 19:51:57 Ellen Lorene Conklin

Lhoegg4582@msn.com

329 Dorchester Road

Pasadena

21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

09/30/2020 17:31:42
09/30/2020 17:14:17
09/30/2020 15:47:17
09/30/2020 15:31:53

Cathy Mccampbell
Charles bosley
Jen Bosley
Shannon Ballard

catmcampbell@gmail.com
Superchip70@gmail.com
Jbos1972@gmail.com
davenshan1@yahoo.com

2305 Maytime dr
259 11th st
259 11th st
3546 Russell Thomas Ln

Gambrills
Pasadena
Pasadena
Davidsonville

21054
21122
21122
21035

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

09/30/2020 14:56:55
09/30/2020 10:03:43
09/30/2020 8:24:37
09/29/2020 21:44:55
09/29/2020 21:12:35
09/29/2020 20:59:16

Craig Foster
Stephen Jones
Jaimie Hurst
Jennifer Davis
Vaughn Buck
Tammy Counts

Thefosters3@comcast.net
stephen.jones1966@gmail.com
superm20599@gmail.com
rmdjld2@verizon.net
vaughnbuck@gmail.com
tammycounts67@gmail.com

543 King Malcolm Ave
109 Oak Ave.
Kentucky ave
3710 Birdsville Road
502 Thistledown Ct
804 Seneca dr

Odenton
Glen Burnie
Pasadena
Davidsonville
Millersville
Odenton

21113
21061
21122
21035
21107
21113

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

09/29/2020 20:27:04
09/29/2020 20:16:41
09/29/2020 19:22:10
09/29/2020 19:02:03
09/29/2020 18:55:31
09/29/2020 18:44:08

JESSICA Matlick
John Shade
John Younts
Victoria L Winn
Mildred Timme
Kimberly Coley

Jessnjara@gmail.com
Bongchiki@gmailcom
Jy@criticalpowergroup.com
vlwinn@hotmail.com
Mitz1408@aol.com
k.c.coley961@gmail.com

1646 Chesapeake Lane
8139 forest glen dr
147 Carvel Beach Road
1804 Sharwood Place
1408 pond ridge driv
1501 Marco Drive

Edgewater
Pasadena
Baltimore
Crofton
Pasadena
Pasadena

21037
21122
21226
21114
21122
21122

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

MIchael John Murphy
Brittany Billings
Nicholas Rush
Karen Sharp
Mindy riley
Irene Repka
David Sobolewski

Sophia Mullis
William Simpson
Patricia Cassidy
Melissa Eppinger

10/02/2020 8:49:09 Brad Hersey

Donald Clautice
JaLee Tisdel Dyrland
Gregory Greenwell
Rochelle Price

Zip Code

Representing
yourself?

21114 Yes
21122 Yes
21146
21225
21108
Maryland
21144
21401
21144

What or whom do you
represent?

Attachment

Please remove emergency powers from Pittman and unelected health officer who are ignoring the latest info from the CDC for political not ethical reasons .

Pittman is a disgrace. He isn’t using true medical data. COVID isn’t going away. Kids are. Being abused. Businesses are closed. We can’t allow this tyrant to
ruin Anne arundel county.
There is no reason that we are still under these draconian measures. It is an abuse of power by one or two individuals. This must be stopped. Please either
take away the power or remove the current executive from office.

Steuart Pittman has greatly exceeded any legitimate authority he may have had and has shown callous disregard for the constitutional rights of AA County
citizens. His poor judgement and egregious overreach has negatively impacted private citizens and businesses. His emergency powers need to be
completely revoked.
Pittman should not have the power to shutdown the county. He is basing his restrictions on false data. The mental damage being done to children with
virtual learning may be permanent. I see all my grandchildren suffering from depression. The restrictions on restaurants and bars are ridiculous. Time to
take the power away from Pittman and open the state
I support the bill to revoke Pittmans emergency powers. He clearly does not have our best interests in mind and our children are suffering needlessly.
He should have never locked us up.
Our business was shut down for 10 weeks and now our sales are down 50%; lost many employees to unemployment/layoffs. No support from state to help
keep us afloat. We should be opened up fully as businesses and schools
The civil emergency is over. It is time to take back control. Citizens can continue to use caution and follow CDC guidelines without ceding complete control
to the County Executive. Take back control, return to normal governance.

Small business owners and their Families in AA County are undergoing tremendous suffering and many are on the verge of losing everything they own as a
result of these continued closures. We are the only county in the entire state with these continued restrictions despite data that continues to support
Governor Hogans orders to fully move to stage 3.
Cancel the state of emergency now!
TAKE THE POWER AWAY FROM PITTMAN!!!!
Our kids needs to get back to school and sports! What happened to “following the science?” The daily numbers in AA County do not support Pittman’s
restrictions that are being placed on our kids and our businesses. It’s time to open up!

CE Pittman and his medical advisor is ruining peoples lives, shuttering businesses and has blood on his hands through his actions. He shouldn't be in
charge of a bake sale, much less a county. Strip this cluess tool of all his powers (real and percieved). Thanks to Nathan Volke for his efforts!!!

Mr. Pittman's actions have greatly harmed our community, our children and grandchildren. Life has risks, we are able to manage those risks ourselves
without Mr. Pittman treating us as servants who must obey his whims. Terminate Mr. Pittman's illegal power grab; terminate his ability to act as a dictator
through an open ended declaration of emergency.
It’s time to open our county up, to many businesses are hurting. Kids need to be back in school face to face. Is anyone following up on all the children that
we have here in the county that need stability, what about the child abuse that is going on in these poor children’s lives. One thing to feed them, their mental
and physical health is endangered.
Back to school

Ms. Haire, as my County Council Representative, I strongly encourage you to support 83-20 to terminate powers granted to the County Executive during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Dealing with this pandemic is not a one problem/one solution ordeal and ALL manner of priorities must be addressed, which seems to
be out of Mr. Pittman's capabilities. Thank you.

Open Anne Arundel County...thus CE is destroying small businesses in this county
Our kids need to return to sports for their mental health and well being. 75% of the country is back to high school sports and our critical Covid #’s and
hospitalizations are very low. The cases Of children in other states that are back to sports is extremely low. There is no scientific or medical reason to keep
our children out of school and athletics that are both so beneficial to their overall mental and physical health.
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Timestamp

Email Address

Home Address

City

Legislation

Position

09/29/2020 18:33:42 Nathan Fleischer
09/29/2020 18:33:14 Mrs Michele Tharp

Full Name

Nathan.fleischer@gmail.com
atharp3769@comcast.net

100 Wallace manor rd
7978 Belhaven Avenue

Edgewater
Pasadena

21037 Yes
21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

09/29/2020 18:29:53
09/29/2020 18:18:32
09/29/2020 16:30:05
09/29/2020 16:14:26
09/29/2020 16:09:11
09/29/2020 15:59:25

Meagan fleischer
Matthew Weldon
Sherri Gutkowski
Nicole Slawson
Joy P. Toews
Jill Donnelly

Meagan.fleischer@gmail.com
mdweldon@protonmail.com
sherrigutkowski@me.com
theslawsonfamily@yahoo.com
joytoews@gmail.com
jilldonnelly8@gmail.com

100 Wallace manor rd
404 Little Marvel Ct
434 Ferry Point Rd
6874 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd
504 State St.
157 Edgeway

Edgewater
Pasadena
Annapolis
Linthicum
Annapolis
Arnold

21037
21122
21403
21090
21403
21012

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

09/29/2020 15:54:54
09/29/2020 15:23:25
09/29/2020 15:09:28
09/29/2020 14:37:04
09/29/2020 14:02:47
09/29/2020 14:02:42
09/29/2020 13:45:38
09/29/2020 13:44:16

Belinda Sloat
JASON STUBLER
Lori Coogan
David A Ballard
Tera Woods
Curtis Kingsland
Moninghoff Dawn
Jennifer Rice

belindasloat@hotmail.com
jsn10012@gmail.com
coogans4@yahoo.com
ballardfinancial@yahoo.com
tera.woods@gmail.com
c.kingsland5@gmail.com
dhawes73@gmail.com
ricejenandmike@aol.com

613 D Old County Road
609 Charles Ave
202 Meadowgate Dr
3546 Russell Thomas Lane
1310 Blackwalnut Ct
1378 Becknel Ave
319 Church St
1152 McHenry Dr

Severna Park
Deale
Annapolis
DAVIDSONVILLE
Annapolis
ODENTON
Glen Burnie
glen Burnie

21146
20751
21409-5825
21035
21402
21113
21225
21061

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Oppose
Support

09/29/2020 13:20:16 Ellen Whalen
09/29/2020 13:09:21 Elizabeth A. Carll

ewhalen3@verizon.net
Jeffliz4@verizon.net

1250 Seminole Dr
552 Shipley Road

Arnold
Linthicum

21012 Yes
21090 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

09/29/2020 12:42:03 Lisa Hunter
09/29/2020 12:27:21 Jessica Taylor
09/29/2020 11:54:20 Samantha Diffendall

Kippy0217@gmail.com
jesstaylor224@gmail.com
diffanddud2@msn.com

1786 e regents park rd
1310 Pennington Ln N
1198 Watervale Ct.

Annapolis
Pasadena

Yes
21409 Yes
21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

09/29/2020 11:53:42 Charlotte Jenkins
09/29/2020 11:45:51 Jocelyn St. Hilaire

chubemom1@gmail.com
ryjoce85@gmail.com

184 Lake rd
1560 Lodge Pole Court

Pasadena
Annapolsi

21122 Yes
21401 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

09/29/2020 11:17:31
09/29/2020 11:11:07
09/29/2020 11:05:03
09/29/2020 10:54:41
09/29/2020 10:34:15
09/29/2020 10:29:41
09/29/2020 10:18:36
09/29/2020 10:17:57
09/29/2020 10:13:35
09/29/2020 10:09:15
09/29/2020 10:02:54

adamsfamilymd@gmail
Moedaddy17@gmail.com
lmaher1@verizon.net
Moedaddy17@gmail.com
Cinotti75@aol.com
dantg1340@gmail.com
lindseyannmartin@yahoo.com
chad.doran@gmail.com
hickswd@hotmail.com
diannecbates@gmail.com
Johnbartoncc@gmail.com

3750 Colliers Drive
192 Campis Green Dr
215 linden ave
190 Campus Green Dr
776 Seneca Drive
1454 Old Ft. Smallwood Rd.
743 Sharpsburg Drive
114 Sycamore Rd
3598 2nd Ave
201 Poplar Ave.
704 bayard rd

Edgewater
Arnold
Edgewater
Arnold
Odenton

21037
21012
21037
21012
21113

Davidsonville

21035

Edgewater
Edgewater
Lothian

21037
21037
20711

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

09/29/2020 9:56:19 Cindy sherman

Sheerplank@gmail.con

704 bayard rd

Lothian,

20711 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

09/29/2020 9:33:12 Timothy Thornton
09/29/2020 9:26:24 Deirdre Murphy
09/29/2020 9:09:08 Kathleen Gentile

Timthornton@comcast.net
dodmurph@gmail.com
Kathleen@gentilefamily.com

6456 Meadowlark Dr
504 Green Forest Drive
1404 Thistle Brooke Ct

Dunkirk
Severna Park
Crofton

20754 Yes
21146 Yes
21114 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support

09/29/2020 8:04:49 Katherine Collins

katiecollins06@gmail.com

1009 Windjammer Ct.

Churchton

20733 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

09/29/2020 8:04:25
09/29/2020 8:01:55
09/29/2020 7:22:00
09/29/2020 7:09:59
09/29/2020 7:01:02
09/29/2020 6:30:54
09/29/2020 6:28:42
09/29/2020 5:44:27
09/29/2020 1:02:51

Blpals@gmail.com
MATTHEW.M.SHERMAN@GMAIL.COM
jill.sohan@yahoo.com
cnire21@gmail.com
C.nanni78@gmail.com
capone2275@gmail.com
rkeyesjr@gmail.com
Angiemaruca@gmail.com
Fivefeeneys@gmail.com

4957 Elm Street
4481 Owensville Sudley Rd
3707 EAGLES NEST CT
2927 Chestnut Rd.
3748 Beach Drive Blvd
562 Riverside Dr
783 Match Point Dr
602 Wolfe Reserve Way
10 New Jersey Ave NW

Shady Side
Harwood
EDGEWATER
Edgewater
Edge water
Pasadena
Arnold
Harwood
Glen Burnie

20764
20776
21037-2736
21037
21037
21122
21012
20776
21061

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

lisaa6382b@gmail.com
cahunter1217@gmail.com

223 harlem rd
208 Hillcrest Road

pasadena
Pasadena

21122-____
Yes
21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

Amy Adams
James Howard
Laura Causey
Jeff Howard
Sharon Cinotti
Daniel Gannon
Lindsey Martin
Chad Doran
Wayne Hicks
Dianne Bates
Barton sherman

Brandi Pals
MATTHEW M SHERMAN
JILL SOHAN
Casey Ireland
Christina Diane Dziekan
Carl Kohel
Ronald Keyes
Angela Maruca
Donna Lynn Feeney

09/29/2020 0:33:17 Lisa white
09/29/2020 0:31:32 Christine Hunter

Zip Code

Representing
yourself?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

What or whom do you
represent?

N/A

AA county

Remarks

Attachment

This has gone on long enough. There is no reason for the County Executive to put AA County in a more restrictive position than the state. Whatever political
and monetary game he is playing, it needs to end. The financial, phycological, and emotional toll that these restrictions have put on this county has surprised
the death toll. And yes, it has touched me. I have lost a 82 yr old family member, not to covid, but to the lockdown restrictions that caused isolation leading to
depression, cognitive issues and in the end a lack of desire to eat and or live.

It is time to end this state of emergency and get back to normal operations. My 3 children are suffering from on-line school, my business is being destroyed
and I am done wearing a mask. Other counties and states are light years ahead of us and with a mortality rate of less than 99% this is craziness. Let’s use
our common sense, stop putting fear into people and end this charade.
Get our kids back in school

The true metrics of covid19 shows an huge drop in hospitalizations and deaths. we need to open the county now.
I'm the mother of a 16 yr old with autism...this is a nightmare for our kids. We are experiencing physical aggression, insomnia and emotional issues. This
needs to end ASAP!! HE IS A FULL TIME STUDENT AT KENNEDY KRIEGER HIGH SCHOOL. OPEN OUR SCHOOLS
As of today, September 29, we are in day 210 of 14 days to “flatten the curve”. I know many want a few more months at home to feel safe but we need to
consider the long game here. The shutdown was NEVER meant to go on indefinitely or until a vaccine was developed - it was meant to slow the spread so
as not to overwhelm the healthcare systems. We may never have a dependable vaccine, e.g., there is NO medicine nor vaccine for most viruses, the flu
vaccine is a best guess at which strain will be the most prominent during flu season...and still millions of people die from the flu each year. This generation of
children being stunted, or even refused, an education are the very same people who will be the first responders tasked with taking care of us and our loved
ones the next time a deadly virus is spread, be it accidental or biological warfare, in the next 10, 20, or 30+ years. Subsequently, I’m sure this virus won’t be
the last we’ll see in our lifetimes now that our enemies around the world have seen the crippling effect it’s had on our economy and us as a nation. For those
who are still asking, “What about me?”, consider this - you’ll want this generation thoroughly educated before you are the elderly patient lying in a hospital
bed or nursing home. These children aren’t in school forever - three years of middle school, four years of high school...for only ~180 days out of the year.
We’ve already lost months. We have such relatively little time to prepare them. Time is of the essence. We need to stop fighting over the short term and
consider the long term ramifications of an uneducated or undereducated society.

It’s time for us to be moving forward with Stage 3. The politics this councilman is playing are unjustified. Kids need to be back in school. This was only
supposed to flatten the curve not decimate businesses and people’s livelihood.
The emergency order in AA county needs to be revoked. Stuart Pittman has abused his powers and is keeping the county locked down unnecessarily. The
county metrics do not support the closures. The county needs to be opened up and business and restaurants need to be allowed to open as usual as well
as kids need to be back in school in person.

The curve is flattened, we need to at the very least align with the rest of the state!

PLEASE revoke Pittman's and Dr. K's Emergency Powers so we can get our lives back and our children back in school where they belong!!!
Theses restrictions have proven not to be effective and actually caused more harm. The science shows it but the government has chosen not to consider
well renowned scientists. We need herd immunity . It has proven to work for us. We need to follow Sweden’s model not Chinas!
The most recent cdc report shows continuing these Covid restrictions are unnecessary. They are causing harm to our communities! We need to fully open
like Florida, regain our constructional rights like Pennsylvania, and remain free to make our choices like South Dakota.

Please terminate County Executive Pittman's additional authority. The current restrictions he has in place related to Covid-19 not based on science or
reason. They seem to be based on fear. The citizens of Anne Arundel County deserve quality of life and are smart enough to take measures to mitigate
the risk of Covid without arbitrary restrictions unfairly placed on some business establishments.
The cure is worse than the problem. We need to get businesses back open. So many have already been forced to close with no way to reopen. Kids need to
be back in school. Our lives back to normal. I've witnessed first hand the falsifying of COVID deaths. It's too politically driven and we need help getting our
lives back.

Please it is time to lift the emergency power from Stuart Pittman! Our numbers are down PLEASE open schools!!!

It’s time to stop the emergency time and the curfew!!! Several beloved restaurants are closing doors. All small businesses are trying to hang on but they can’
t pay bills with the lower capacity, rules,and restrictions. Life is full of risks! Taking smart risks makes us strong and the American people we can be proud
of!! The Covid is a risk worth taking for those who are healthy— those Who choose to do so! Let us be adults and make our own wise decisions. Let
restaurants and bars have freedom again. Reverse this decision. We are definitely NO LONGER in an emergency. Do the right courageous thing!!!
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Timestamp

Full Name

Email Address

Home Address

City

Legislation

Position

09/29/2020 0:01:00
09/28/2020 22:35:42
09/28/2020 22:25:42
09/28/2020 22:10:29

Melissa Angelis
Todd Hays
Amanda Evans
Amy Holbrook

melissaangelis1@gmail.com
jeep9806@gmail.com
amandagregg82@gmail.com
amy_holbrook@hotmail.com

561 Norton Lane
1026 fairway ave
3007 Noahs way
215 Newport Dr

Arnold
Glen Burnie
Pasadena
severna park

Zip Code
21012
21061
21122
21146

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

09/28/2020 22:01:33
09/28/2020 22:00:01
09/28/2020 21:55:11
09/28/2020 21:49:22
09/28/2020 21:46:39
09/28/2020 21:46:29
09/28/2020 21:45:04
09/28/2020 21:44:39
09/28/2020 21:44:22
09/28/2020 21:41:46
09/28/2020 21:38:23
09/28/2020 21:36:35
09/28/2020 21:30:00
09/28/2020 21:29:50
09/28/2020 21:28:33
09/28/2020 21:28:06
09/28/2020 21:28:06
09/28/2020 21:25:25

Anne Butterworth
Vance Martin
Rick Heskett
Cindy Grant
Kimberly Lee
Yvonne
Yvonne
Kathi Armiger
Meghan Patrick
Amanda Giddings
Robin Zellers
Nichole Manansala
Charles Heward
Glenda Hammaker
Sandy Maldonado
Eric Menefee
Laura Menefee
Raymond E Berry

llamadrama1967@gmail.com
Vance.martin1981@gmail.com
richardheskett@gmail.com
cyndeebee@aol.com
Klenglehart@gmail.com
missyhartlove@gmail.com
missyhartlove@gmail.com
Armigerfam@msn.com
m.patrick128@gmail.com
amanda.robinson22@gmail.com
ryerzellers@verizon.net
N.manansala2015@gmail.com
Charles.heward@yahoo.com
G2hammaker@gmail.com
sandym913@gmail.com
ericmenefee@gmail.com
Lauramenefee837@gmail.com
berrybunchfive@hotmail.com

1573 long point rd
120 Sunset drive
8007 stone haven dr
30 Milburn Circle
1024 old turkey point rd
7908 Marydell Ave
7908 Marydell Ave.
1007 Park Avenue
723 oser dr
3790 Solomons island rd
7842 Fernhill Ave
354 daleview drive
313 Rock Springs ct.
154 Cornish Lane
7889 belhaven ave
101 Janelin dr
101 Janelin Dr
8351 Forest Glen Dr

Pasadena
Annapolis
glen burnie
Pasadena
Edgewater
Pasadena
Pasadena
Annapolis
Crownsville

21122
21403
21060
21122
21037

Pasadena
Glen Burnie
Pasadena
Pasadena
Pasadena
Glen Burnie
Glen Burnie
Pasadena

21122
21060
21122
21122
21122
21061
21061
21122

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Oppose
Support
Support
Support
Support
Oppose
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Oppose
Support
Support
Support

09/28/2020 21:23:05
09/28/2020 21:23:03
09/28/2020 21:19:27
09/28/2020 21:17:29
09/28/2020 21:15:38
09/28/2020 21:13:16
09/28/2020 21:09:25
09/28/2020 21:07:41
09/28/2020 21:07:18
09/28/2020 21:04:49

Antonio Gargano
Amy Tanner
Ashlee Rawlings
Tabitha Katzenberger
Jennifer Moyer
Dan Cowens
Deana Robertson
Annette Mittleider
Lorin Edwards
Mamie Ambrose

tgargano@qualitytab.com
tannerkitchen@aol.com
ashlee.hull@yahoo.com
tabithakatzenberger@gmail.com
Jenn.moyer@yahoo.com
Shadow1856@gmail.com
deanarobertson@comcast.net
raventown52@hotmail.com
lorin.wheatley@gmail.com
mamiejane@gmail.com

252 Finnegan
909 Fawn Ave
6358 northbrook dr
956 tidewater road
8076 Outing Ave
3509 Cedars Stable Rd.
8434 Alvin Rd
910 Hingham Harbour
202 customs way
675 Stone Wheel Ct W

millersville
Pasadena
Dunkirk
Pasadena
Pasadena
Harwood
Pasadena
Pasadena
Millersville
Millersville

21108
21122
20754
21122
21122
20776
21122
21122
21108
21108

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

09/28/2020 21:01:04
09/28/2020 20:57:01
09/28/2020 20:52:15
09/28/2020 20:40:18
09/28/2020 20:40:12
09/28/2020 20:35:43
09/28/2020 20:29:27

Gregory Brown
Stefanie Lilly
Karter Rohrer
Trisha Frasier
William Martin Routzahn
Lauren Thornton
Joe Robertson

gpbrown21@hotmail.com
Lilly.stef@yahoo.com
john.porter@aol.com
tpeapos@hotmail.com
Bill21054@aol.com
LThorn919@gmail.com
joe501520@gmail.com

1482 Lowell Ct
3054 Perch Dr
5474 Harpers Farm Road
931 Mount Desert Harbour
1128 bragers rd
6456 Meadowlark Dr
204 Oak Dr

Crofton
Riva
Columbia
Pasadena
Odenton
Dunkirk
Pasadena

21114
21140
21044
21222
21113
20754

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

09/28/2020 20:29:27
09/28/2020 20:28:19
09/28/2020 20:22:25
09/28/2020 20:19:16
09/28/2020 20:17:54
09/28/2020 20:16:48

Koren Lynch
Timothy Behsmann
Celeste Behsmann
Michele Rowley
Sandra Collier
Mary Wilson

korenlaverdiere@yahoo.com
TBehsmann@gmail.com
celesteis@gmail.com
mrowley6272@comcast.net
scollier748@gmail.com
Mwilson10575@yahoo.com

71 metispa dr
996 Spa rd 102
996 Spa Rd 102
300 Gold Brush Way
248 Wendover Rd
1211 Lorene Drive

Severna park
Annapolis
Annapolis
Pasadena
Pasadena
Pasadena

21146
21403
21403
21122
21122
21122

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

Remove so we can live again
There is no reason to keep the emergency order in place
we no longer have a reason for the emergency order
Our businesses, children, churches are suffering due to the unjustified, unsupported continued state of emergency by Steuart Pittman.
This country needs to get back to work and stop this bogus political stance.
Pittman is not making any decisions based on the needs and wants of the citizens of Anne Arundel county. We feel that he is taking away our rights. His
actions feel more political rather than what is best for the citizens.

09/28/2020 20:13:28 Amy Ives

diamondamyw@hotmail.com

2414 Powderhorn Way

Gambrills

Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

Executive Pittman has overstepped and used his powers to further his political career. He makes restaurants and bars close at 10 pm but the casino
continues to be open. He allows organized marches in Annapolis but would t allow church services. He allows thousands of people from out of state to play
on AACO fields but tried to stop your th sports.

09/28/2020 20:10:31
09/28/2020 20:08:58
09/28/2020 20:03:11
09/28/2020 20:00:54

Katie Shook
Tanya Baxter
Jeannie Tesh
Tiffany Wedlake

katielee87@gmail.com
Tanya_baxter@hotmail.com
Jeannietesh@gmail.com
tmwedlake@gmail.com

348 Daleview Drive
7638 Jeannine Avenue
3283 Mulberry St
428 Fairtree Dr

Glen Burnie
Pasadena
Edgewater
Severna Park

21060
21122
21037
21146

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support

09/28/2020 20:00:06
09/28/2020 19:54:23
09/28/2020 19:49:22
09/28/2020 19:45:05
09/28/2020 19:38:13

Deborah Rinder
Krissy Albright
Jennifer Katzenberger
john s roy
Bob Tuttle

Debrinder@aol.com
kisskiss623@gmail.com
jdkatz@yahoo.com
jsteveroy@hotmail.com
BuilderBib118@gmail.com

929 coachway
1503 Chester town circle
657 Willowbyrun
212 Seneca Terrace, unit c
14 Sumac

Annapolis
Annapolis
Pasadena
PASADENA
GB

21401
21409
21122
21122-3835
21060

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

09/28/2020 19:37:49 Kristin Foster
09/28/2020 19:24:02 diana gurney

Thefosters3@comcast.net
ladidij@hotmail.com

543 King Malcolm Ave
1025 Nabbs Creek Rd

Odenton
Glen Burnie

21113 Yes
21060 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

09/28/2020 19:11:06 Richard White

pickerelking@verizon.net

609 MANOR RD

SEVERNA PARK

21146 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

09/28/2020 19:10:46 Rosa Gargano
09/28/2020 19:10:37 Rosemary Nussear

Rosagargano@me.com
rsnussear@gmail.com

872 burley cove rd
7707 Lyman Ave,

Glen burnie
Pasadena

21061 Yes
21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support

md.
21122
21403
21032

Md

Md

Representing
yourself?

What or whom do you
represent?

Na

Remarks

Attachment

We need to get back to normal. The numbers are low and keep declining. This was supposed to be temporary,Pittman has gone way past temporary.
Children need to be in school learning and socializing. Children need to play sports and have some normalcy.
Open up our businesses and restaurants later and expand capacity. Your destroying lives and businesses daily, it’s not right!!!

We must get our lives back. Impeach Pittman ,and get rid of physician public servant

Civil emergency needs to end ASAP since deaths and hospitalizations are at lows. Cases are temporarily rising due to increased testing. Also, have to be
concerned whether testing is accurately performed since Hogan's test kits have now been proven defective and resulting in dozens of false positives. Stop
killing and injuring a population that is largely asymptomatic to this virus and stop playing the "be safe" card and keeping things locked down unnecessarily.

We need our economy to open back up and get our kids back in school
These draconian orders and mandates are destroying small business and ruining our children’s chance at life and the pursuit of happiness by keeping them
out of school. There is no proof nor is their science to support the closure of facilities that serve alcohol at 10pm. We are the only county to be under such an
inept order. We the people will not tolerate this ineptitude any longer.
MD and AA County Covid -19 numbers are very low now. This is no longer a pandemic nor an emergency.

Power away from Pittman!
This lockdown and curfew need to end. It is putting all of the small businesses out of business. It's unfair that the County caters to the casinos and large
chains and don't care how this is negatively affecting the other businesses and members of this wonderful community! End this NOW!

Schools and school sports resuming normal operation needs to happen now. Governor Hogan supports it, the medical community has shown it is
appropriate. Give the power to someone willing to start school.

We need to open MD. To many people have lost business’s, there homes and lively hood. We also need the children back in School. All this power has went
to there heard. Enough is enough.
It's time to end the restrictions in Maryland. Businesses need to return to normal operations before they have to close permanently, children need to be in
schools with educators not sitting at a screen learning. 100% open.
I am a business owner in AA County. The County Executive has caused serious financial determent to my business and personal finances with his
restrictions.
The current COVID data does NOT support Mr. Pittman's refusal to open the county to Phase 3. His overreaching restrictions are harmful to my quality of life
in AA CO. Businesses are closing, friends and neighbors have lost jobs and are in dire financial straits due to this abuse of power. Further, mental health
crises, domestic violence and major depressive disorder are rampant. He is causing much harm to our community.
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Email Address

Home Address

City

Legislation

Position

Remarks

09/28/2020 19:07:51 Helen White

Full Name

helenlisawhite@verizon.net

609 Manor Road

Severna Park

21146 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

The Country Executive has directly caused irreparable economic damage to the citizens and businesses of the County. He should immediately be stripped
of the powers granted to him under the declared "emergency" health situation.

09/28/2020 18:56:02 Lisa Bates

Laner1029@aol.com

415 Metropolitan Blvd

Pasadena

21122 Yes

Bill 83-20:

Support

The emergency power Mr Pittman has needs to be taken away and to get this county open. The good people of AAC need to get their lives back to feed
their kids, pay their bills and to protect their own health. We did not give Pittman any means to say he could inflict or keep moving the goal posts further
away so that he can destroy AAC. There is no reason why when the Governor says to move to Phase 3,Pittman doesn’t do it. He has way to much power to
not help his county get back to some normalcy. Our state is in good shape and we should be allowed to protect ourselves and keep our lives going out
without his draconian powers. I am a 50 yr old women who can take care of myself and I do-not need Pittman, Hogan or the government to tell me how to
live my life and protect myself. Pittman has overreached his abuse of power and it should be taken away. We can riot, protest and have sports but food
establishments and bars cannot stay open past 10 pm? And schools cannot open? There are to many roosters in the hen house and not enough hens to
take power in my opinion.

09/28/2020 18:49:29
09/28/2020 18:44:17
09/28/2020 18:41:43
09/28/2020 18:40:08
09/28/2020 18:39:26
09/28/2020 18:30:07
09/28/2020 18:27:09
09/28/2020 18:08:35

bob23503@yahoo.com
emm6410@gmail.com
tscott23@gmail.com
Cjgeg@comcast.net
eliza0722@hotmail.com
Stuley2@gmail.com
karenblevins@verizon.net
kimpratta@gmail.com

745 Morris Tongue Dr
1628 new windsor ct
1613 Sloop Dr
1690 Camden court
108 Admirals Ridge Dr.
8334 Woodland Rd
9204 Goose Pond Drive
3680 North Carolina Ave.

Millersville
Crofton
Annapolis
Arnold
Arnold
Pasadena
Pasadena
Edgewater

21108
21114
21409
21012
21012
21122
21122
21037

Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:
Bill 83-20:

Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support
Support

I encourage my representative to vote in favor of ending emergency powers of the executive.

Timzg@comcast.net

4489 muddy creek rd

Harwood md

20776 Yes

433
Res. 37-20:
Support

shicks211@gmail.com
landrews12@verizon.net

211 Riverside Road
1231 Double Gate Road

Edgewater
Davidsonville

21037 Yes
21035 Yes

Res. 37-20:
Res. 37-20:

Robert White
Erika Pabon
Tyrus Scott
Jennifer Sara Cohen
Elizabeth Willetts
Sarah Tuley
Karen Blevins
Kimberly Pratta

10/05/2020 18:52:32 Timothy Zang
10/05/2020 9:54:08 Susan Evangeline Hicks
10/08/2020 9:47:08 Laura Andrews

Zip Code

Representing
yourself?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

What or whom do you
represent?

Attachment

Our elementary schools must open. A S A P.

Mr. Pittman and Dr. Kalyanaraman continue to impose unconstitutional mandates and restrictions that even Dr. Kalyanaramen said aren’t based on
statistical data? We are one of 2 counties in the state with a 10pm curfew on indoor dining ? It is time we take our County back. What is the actual metric
that is being used as no one seems to be able to tell us that. Using the positivity rate is truly not the way we should be looking at this as those numbers can
be "gamed" to look however one chooses. More testing will drive that number down; less testing will drive that number up; etc. Today MD is showing a
2.5% positivity rate so if that is the metric, why are we still locked down? With a population of over 6MM people, we only have 344 people hospitalized due
to the Covid illness. Dr. K is by no means an expert in infectious disease. Nilesh Kalyanaraman (Democratic Party) ran for election to the Maryland House
of Delegates to represent District 43. Kalyanaraman LOST in the Democratic primary on June 26, 2018, meaning that even the Democrats did not support
him. He is nothing more than a Licensed General Practitioner and his agenda to keep us on Lockdown is nothing more than a political move to assist with
our CE's ideals. Governor Hogan has been tossing any re-opening possibilities over the fence to the local jurisdictions regarding school; sports; phasing;
etc., and that is NOT leadership. He is only absolving himself under pressure and our county is suffering for it. Our CE and Health Officer have become
power hungry and are forcing their Authoritarian Agenda on the good people of Anne Arundel County. It is time to put a stop to it. Our kids deserve better.
Our local businesses deserve better and We the people of Anne Arundel County deserve better. Please support the citizens that voted you into office and
Vote to revoke the CE's Emergency Powers on 10/19.
I have a 3 rd. generation farm in Ag Presevation since 1985. The zoning Change will enable our family to develop a future plan to provide a revenue stream
for farm maintenance cost and improve our conservation practices. Our farm is in Cumberstone , near Galesville. Best , Tim Zang

Support
Please vote in favor of Resolution 37-20, approving the application of Eleanor R. King to sell an agricultural land preservation easement to the Maryland
Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation on 67.5 acres in Davidsonville, MD. Please consider the attached testimony.

YES

3
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Bill No. 72-20

BAR HARBOR NEIGHBORHOOD TRASH PROBLEMS
The Bar Harbor neighborhood has two main trash problems which are compounded by its age and
location to the waterfront. The first trash problem begins at the “Planet Aid” corner (also the visual
“entrance” to the community). The second stems from hasty County trash pickup service in this area.
1. Illegal dumping at Planet Aid corner: mattresses, couches, TVs, electronic equipment, household
goods and trash pile around two donation bins at unattended parking lot on a weekly basis;
2. County operators: often left on streets after pick-up is litter, broken glass, garbage, and trash.
Bar Harbor Road cannot be swept (due to lack of contiguous curbs) and the street trash is compounded
by a still unmitigated problem of homeowner sump discharge. Both trash and sump discharge run
directly into Rock Creek which pollute the Chesapeake. The consequences of trash-related problems are
more than just appearance and pollution to the waterway. Trash begets more trash. Studies consistently
show trash is directly related to crime. Violent crime in Pasadena occurs at a rate higher than in most
communities; Bar Harbor is rated as most dangerous of 9 Pasadena neighborhoods.
Background
Busy Streets Theory: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6373470/ : Lack of maintenance
on vacant neighborhood lots is associated with higher levels of depression, anxiety, and stress for
nearby residents. Overgrown grasses and dense brush provide hiding spots for criminals and space to
conduct illicit activities. This study builds upon previous research by investigating greening programs
that engage community members to conduct routine maintenance on vacant lots within their
neighborhoods. . Street segments with vacant lots maintained had nearly 40% fewer assaults and violent
crimes than street segments with vacant, abandoned lots, which held across 4 years with a large sample
and efforts to test counterfactual explanations. Study is among a burgeoning area of research
supporting the idea that creating green space can be an effective strategy for violence prevention
(Prevention, 2017). Study conceptually grounded in Busy Streets Theory, which suggests the importance
of community engagement in neighborhood improvement efforts.
Researcher proposed that what really made people afraid in cities and concerned about their welfare
was not only the crimes they saw and heard about but also the physical and social signs they saw
around them that indicated a breakdown in society (J.Q. Wilson, 1975). Another researcher called these
indicators “signs of incivility,” broken windows thesis, depicted in exhibit 3, suggests the following chain
of events: • Physical deterioration, wear and tear, and large-scale accumulations of graffiti and trash
routinely. If, however, people or agencies do not do anything for a significant period about such
deterioration or accumulations, residents and shop personnel working in the neighborhood feel
increasingly vulnerable. Sensing fewer “eyes on the street” (Jacobs), delinquent preteens and teens in
the neighborhood become emboldened and harass or vandalize more frequently. Increasingly convinced
they can get away with it, delinquents commit more minor crimes, and youths become increasingly
disorderly. • Residents, sensing that some local youths are becoming increasingly troublesome,
withdraw further from the public spaces in the neighborhood and become more concerned about

protecting their own person and property. • At this point, potential offenders from outside the
neighborhood sense the locale is vulnerable. They are drawn into the neighborhood because crimes
committed there will be less likely to be detected and responded to. The neighborhood crime rate
increases dramatically.
Physical deterioration: Controlling physical deterioration to reduce offenders’ perceptions that areas are
vulnerable to crime and that residents are so fearful they would do nothing to stop a crime. Physical
improvements may reduce the signals of vulnerability and increase commitment to joint protective
activities. Physical deterioration not only influences cognition and behavior of potential offenders but
also shapes how residents behave and what they think about other residents. This focus on physical
incivilities or signs of disorder (Skogan, 1990) is distinct from the preceding focus on territorial features.
Reduction of incivilities addresses larger physical problems than does a territorial focus. An incivilities
reduction program might emphasize any of the following: • Securely closing or “capping” private vacant
dwellings to prevent further deterioration and to preserve house values and a neat block appearance. •
Removing trash and abandoned cars from a large vacant lot. • Razing deteriorated vacant houses. •
Repaving worn sidewalks in a commercial area with bricks.
https://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles/physenv.pdf There were frequent muggings within the site (with
prowlers hiding behind trash cans in the front yards or under the open stairs or up the stairs). Some of
these changes concern public-sector responsibilities and services, such as code enforcement, trash pickup, street cleaning. Others involve public-sector investments, such as the City of Charlotte’s work to: •
Diagnose the drainage/flooding problems that plagued the Genesis Park area (due to old clay pipes and
broken concrete pipes) and provide proper drainage; • Repair and repave streets; • Install new
sidewalks on the major streets; • Install or repair curbs, and • Improve street lighting Public sector
initiatives like these generally help to signal that a community is cared for and valued; more specifically,
they may prevent or correct a “broken windows” situation.
https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/pubs/jrnl/2018/nrs_2018_kondo_003.pdf Cleaning and greening:
Youngstown, Ohio, between 2011 and 2014 was conducted by Kondo et al. This study examined the
association between changes in crime around both 166 contractor-greened lots and 78 community
reuse lots compared with about 959 control lots. The study found a significant reduction in property
crimes around contractor-greened lots and a decrease in violent crimes around community reuse lots.
Felony assaults decreased by as much as 27%. Branas et al. study evaluated changes in crime and health
outcomes near 4,436 vacant lots that had been cleaned and greened compared with 13,308 control lots.
They found an 8% statistically significant reduction in gun violence by greening vacant land. The cleaning
and greening may have decreased opportunities for illegal activity, such as hiding guns, by removing
uncontrolled growth of weeds and buildup of large trash items on vacant land.
Studies show people are more likely to break the rules when there’s litter on the ground or graffiti on
buildings. The rate of theft, vandalism and other crimes all go up. London’s Environmental Quality
Survey found a link between the presence of garbage and serious crimes. “We can see that on streets
where litter, graffiti and fly-posting exist, there is also a higher risk of crime when compared with places
where they are not present.”
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/100706/2019.11.11_ni_community_survey_brief
_final_0.pdf Neighborhood disorder People selling or using drugs** Litter, broken glass, or trash on the
sidewalks/streets**

https://articles.ezlandlordforms.com/general-property-management/how-surprising-neighborhoodfactors-like-trees-and-trash-impact-crime-rates/ One theory is that the little things actually make a huge
impact on crime rates. Thus, logic suggests aggressively pursuing smaller infractions can prevent bigger
ones. When explaining their theory, Professors George L. Kelling and James Q. Wilson said: “If a window
in a building is broken and is left unrepaired, all the rest of the windows will soon be broken.” They
believe maintaining public order is essential to reduce crime.
Studies show people are more likely to break the rules when there’s litter on the ground or graffiti on
buildings. The rate of theft, vandalism and other crimes all go up. An Environmental Quality Survey in
England found a link between the presence of garbage and more serious crimes. “We can see that on
streets where litter, graffiti and fly-posting exist, there is also a higher risk of crime when compared with
places where they are not present.”
https://www.fs.usda.gov/treesearch/pubs/40701 When people witness small problems, like litter or
broken windows, they can perceive that it’s okay to bend or break the rules; other people are obviously
doing it, and nothing is being done about it. The more conservative spatially adjusted model indicated
that a 10% increase in tree canopy was associated with a roughly 12% decrease in crime.”
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn16096-graffiti-and-litter-lead-to-more-street-crime/ The team
discovered that people were less likely to steal the money if there was no graffiti or litter on or around
the mailbox. With no litter or graffiti, 13% of the passers-by stole the money. Thefts doubled to 27%
when the mailbox was daubed with graffiti, or to 25% when it was surrounded by litter. “It’s quite
shocking that the mere presence of litter doubled the number of people stealing,” says Keizer. Another
experiment revealed that cyclists were twice as likely to leave litter if the researchers had daubed
graffiti on the walls.
https://www.ncdps.gov/dps-services/crime-prevention/litter-free-nc/litter-facts Litter sends a signal to
criminals that residents don't care about what happens in their neighborhood and makes the area more
vulnerable.




People feel safer in a clean neighborhood vs. a littered one.
Littered places attract more litter.
Clean streets and a clean neighborhood send a signal that people care about where they live
and work, and indicates they don't have any tolerance for disobedience or criminal activity.
When someone litters, others think it is ok and soon more litter accumulates. Before you know
it, you or your community is covered in trash.

Local References
https://www.baltimoresun.com/ask/bs-md-ci-hearken-trash-20190502-story.html Theresa DiDonato,
professor of psychology at Loyola University Maryland - litter begets litter. “If you’re in a place that is
already littered, if there’s already litter there, you’re much more likely to litter because that’s what
people do in that setting,” she said. “If you look around and you see a lot of cleanliness, you’re actually
less likely to litter.”
https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-county/bs-md-co-baltimore-county-donation-bins20200219-w5mppswqyndfhedzjewemwvsfi-story.html No more than one bin will be allowed on a
property unless several are permitted at shopping centers or industrial park properties, according to the
bill. Donation bins can be placed only on “concrete blocks or pavers,” and may not block routes for

pedestrians, emergency vehicles or trash pickup. The bins must have a permit sticker that warns against
leaving donations or trash outside the bin. Advertisements are banned from the bins.
Legislative and Regulatory Actions by Other State and Municipalities
https://codelibrary.amlegal.com/codes/lincolnpark/latest/lincolnpark_mi/0-0-0-43090
834.05 REVOCATION OF LICENSE. Every license issued under this chapter is subject to the right, which is
expressly reserved, to revoke the same should the licensee, directly or indirectly, permit the operation
of any donation bin contrary to the provisions of this chapter, the code of the city, or the laws of the
state. The license may be revoked by the City Council after written notice to the licensee, which notice
shall specify the ordinance or law violations which the licensee is charged, and if, after a hearing, the
licensee is found to be guilty of the violations. Ten days’ notice of the hearing shall be given the licensee.
At the hearing the licensee may present evidence in his defense. (Res. 2017-121A. Passed 4-17-17.)
https://sos.tn.gov/news/use-bincheck-new-donation-bin-law-starting-july-1 Tennessee bin operators
are to get notarized permission for placement from property owners.
https://www.11alive.com/article/news/verify/verify-donation-bins-charity/85-cfdc1ff3-bed2-4206-af9abb7e56411a57 Georgia questions bins.
https://www.northwestgeorgianews.com/rome/news/local/crackdown-coming-on-donation-bintrash/article_3b50cd5c-9dc7-11e8-95c0-fb846d37d66c.html State of Georgia draft ordinance that will
crack down on trash left around the sites; property owners liable under nuisance laws for dumping.
https://wacotrib.com/business Donation Boxes Under Fire for Trash; Competition with Local Charities:
Nisley said the public should be educated about the effect of donating their clothes to the out-of-town
organizations. “Everything that’s leaving town is taking money out of local charities,” he said. “When the
city got complaints, we stated researching it, and we found out that whoever put these boxes out there
never got permission from the landowner,” Dickson said.
https://www.tampabay.com/pasco/pasco-to-turn-those-parking-lot-donation-bins-into-criminal-caseevidence-20190522 Clothing drop-off bins that have turned into illegal dump sites. Clothing bins are a
fixture of the estimated $1 billion-a-year business of reusing clothing and textiles as second-hand
apparel, wiping and polishing rags and furniture upholstery, according to the Maryland-based trade
group SMART, Secondary Materials Recycled Textiles. Unattended donation bins typically are in highly
visible, high-traffic locations, such as shopping centers and convenience store parking lots. But to the
chagrin of scenic advocates and county code enforcement officers, the bins often are accompanied by
illegal dumping.

Casey Jackson
Worth-A-Shot, Inc.
8424 Veterans Hwy #11
Millersville, MD 21108

Senate Bill 82-20

I am strongly in favor of senate bill 82-20. This bill seeks to decrease the distance that a
range may be located from a residential area.

There are several reasons why I support this bill. First and foremost, this bill will make it
possible to open more ranges in the general area, thus making training more readily available to
the public. Such ranges include indoor rifle, pistol, skeet, and archery ranges. Shooting whether
with ammunition or arrows, is the type of skill that is known to deteriorate over time without
regular practice. Currently, there are only a small number of ranges available to the public,
making it difficult for most to keep up with their practice regularly. This bill would allow
reputable businesses such as Worth-A-Shot, Inc. in Millersville MD to provide an indoor range
to their clientele. This bill has the potential to make firearm training more readily available to the
public which is a necessity. Secondly, the change that this bill proposes would not pose any harm
to the residential areas. Indoor ranges have sound barriers which make it so that from the outside
of the building, one may not even hear the shots being fired. The sound proofing in ranges is
quite substantial. Most disturbances in neighborhoods such as neighbors fighting, or a
motorcycle going by is much louder than the shooting range would be one hundred feet away.

I am strongly in favor of Senate Bill 82-20. I hope that you take my thoughts into
consideration while voting for this bill. In conclusion, this bill will make firearms and archery
training more available to the public without adversely affecting neighboring communities.

Thank you for your time.

Casey Jackson
443-481-8884
caseybryanne@comcast.net

TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF BILL 82-20
My name is Donna Worthy and I own Worth-A-Shot
Firearms in Millersville MD. I was injured in the line of duty as
a Baltimore Police Officer. I have owned this store since 2008.
The entire existence of our store falls upon the premise that
training is of the utmost importance in the ownership of
firearms. With the number of gun sales at an all time high, it
is important to have a safe place for students to learn safe
handling of a firearm. I strongly support Bill 82-20 which
reduces the distance from the shooting range to a residential
area.
My reasons behind supporting this bill are that due to the
fact that there is substantial soundproofing put into all ranges,
the decibal level is very low from 100 feet away. In fact most
conversations between two adults are louder than the decibal
range outside of a range from 100 feet away. The change in
the distance from a residence would not adversely affect the
community in any way. In fact, a neighbors conversation
would frankly be more annoying to someone than the sound of
the soundproofed range from 100 feet away. The sound of a
motorcycle going by would be much louder than any noise
coming from the range. In fact, most people would not ever
even know the range was there, unless they were looking for it.
Further more, the rules in place calculate the distance from a

residence from the edge of the parking lot of the range, not
from the range itself....which is not very accurate. For
example, in our case alone the distance from the range itself to
the edge of our property line would be 180 feet. The
calculations we are held to however do not take that into
account. The County only calculates the distance from edge
of property to edge of property. In our case alone we lose
180 feet of distance under this guideline.
Please understand that range owners are investing a
substatial amount of money into the business. Ranges are
extremely expensive. The owners of the ranges are looking to
enhance the community and make the community a safer place
by providing training and classes for proper use and safe
handling of the firearms that the residents of the community
already own.
I strongly urge you to vote in favor of bill 82-20.

Thank you,
Donna Worthy
443-506-7359
President
Worth-A-Shot, Inc

Bill No. 83-20
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Universal Masking in Hospitals in the Covid-19 Era
Michael Klompas, M.D., M.P.H., Charles A. Morris, M.D., M.P.H., Julia Sinclair, M.B.A.,
Madelyn Pearson, D.N.P., R.N., and Erica S. Shenoy, M.D., Ph.D.
Universal Masking in Hospitals in the Covid-19 Era

A

s the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic continues to
explode, hospital systems are scrambling to
intensify their measures for protecting patients and health care workers from the virus. An
increasing number of frontline
providers are wondering whether
this effort should include universal use of masks by all health care
workers. Universal masking is already standard practice in Hong
Kong, Singapore, and other parts
of Asia and has recently been
adopted by a handful of U.S.
hospitals.
We know that wearing a mask
outside health care facilities offers little, if any, protection from
infection. Public health authorities define a significant exposure
to Covid-19 as face-to-face contact
within 6 feet with a patient with
symptomatic Covid-19 that is sustained for at least a few minutes
(and some say more than 10 minutes or even 30 minutes). The
chance of catching Covid-19 from

a passing interaction in a public
space is therefore minimal. In
many cases, the desire for widespread masking is a reflexive reaction to anxiety over the pandemic.
The calculus may be different,
however, in health care settings.
First and foremost, a mask is a
core component of the personal
protective equipment (PPE) clinicians need when caring for symptomatic patients with respiratory
viral infections, in conjunction with
gown, gloves, and eye protection.
Masking in this context is already
part of routine operations for most
hospitals. What is less clear is
whether a mask offers any further
protection in health care settings
in which the wearer has no direct
interactions with symptomatic pa-
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tients. There are two scenarios
in which there may be possible
benefits.
The first is during the care of
a patient with unrecognized
Covid-19. A mask alone in this
setting will reduce risk only slightly, however, since it does not provide protection from droplets that
may enter the eyes or from fomites
on the patient or in the environment that providers may pick up
on their hands and carry to their
mucous membranes (particularly
given the concern that mask wearers may have an increased tendency to touch their faces).
More compelling is the possibility that wearing a mask may
reduce the likelihood of transmission from asymptomatic and minimally symptomatic health care
workers with Covid-19 to other
providers and patients. This concern increases as Covid-19 becomes more widespread in the
community. We face a constant
risk that a health care worker with
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early infection may bring the virus
into our facilities and transmit it
to others. Transmission from people with asymptomatic infection
has been well documented, although it is unclear to what extent such transmission contributes
to the overall spread of infection.1-3
More insidious may be the
health care worker who comes to
work with mild and ambiguous
symptoms, such as fatigue or
muscle aches, or a scratchy throat
and mild nasal congestion, that
they attribute to working long
hours or stress or seasonal allergies, rather than recognizing
that they may have early or mild
Covid-19. In our hospitals, we have
already seen a number of instances
in which staff members either
came to work well but developed
symptoms of Covid-19 partway
through their shifts or worked
with mild and ambiguous symptoms that were subsequently diagnosed as Covid-19. These cases
have led to large numbers of our
patients and staff members being
exposed to the virus and a handful of potentially linked infections
in health care workers. Masking
all providers might limit transmission from these sources by stopping asymptomatic and minimally
symptomatic health care workers
from spreading virus-laden oral
and nasal droplets.
What is clear, however, is that
universal masking alone is not a
panacea. A mask will not protect
providers caring for a patient with
active Covid-19 if it’s not accompanied by meticulous hand hygiene,
eye protection, gloves, and a gown.
A mask alone will not prevent
health care workers with early
Covid-19 from contaminating their
hands and spreading the virus to
patients and colleagues. Focusing
on universal masking alone may,
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paradoxically, lead to more
transmission of Covid-19 if it diverts attention from implementing more fundamental infectioncontrol measures.
Such measures include vigorous
screening of all patients coming to
a facility for symptoms of Covid-19
and immediately getting them
masked and into a room; early
implementation of contact and
droplet precautions, including eye
protection, for all symptomatic
patients and erring on the side of
caution when in doubt; rescreening all admitted patients daily for
signs and symptoms of Covid-19
in case an infection was incubating on admission or they were
exposed to the virus in the hospital; having a low threshold for
testing patients with even mild
symptoms potentially attributable
to a viral respiratory infection
(this includes patients with pneumonia, given that a third or more
of pneumonias are caused by viruses rather than bacteria); requiring employees to attest that they
have no symptoms before starting
work each day; being attentive to
physical distancing between staff
members in all settings (including
potentially neglected settings such
as elevators, hospital shuttle buses,
clinical rounds, and work rooms);
restricting and screening visitors;
and increasing the frequency and
reliability of hand hygiene.
The extent of marginal benefit
of universal masking over and
above these foundational measures
is debatable. It depends on the
prevalence of health care workers
with asymptomatic and minimally symptomatic infections as well
as the relative contribution of
this population to the spread of
infection. It is informative, in
this regard, that the prevalence of
Covid-19 among asymptomatic
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evacuees from Wuhan during the
height of the epidemic there was
only 1 to 3%.4,5 Modelers assessing the spread of infection in Wuhan have noted the importance of
undiagnosed infections in fueling
the spread of Covid-19 while also
acknowledging that the transmission risk from this population is
likely to be lower than the risk of
spread from symptomatic patients.3
And then the potential benefits
of universal masking need to be
balanced against the future risk
of running out of masks and
thereby exposing clinicians to the
much greater risk of caring for
symptomatic patients without a
mask. Providing each health care
worker with one mask per day for
extended use, however, may paradoxically improve inventory control by reducing one-time uses
and facilitating centralized workflows for allocating masks without risk assessments at the individual-employee level.
There may be additional benefits to broad masking policies
that extend beyond their technical
contribution to reducing pathogen
transmission. Masks are visible reminders of an otherwise invisible
yet widely prevalent pathogen and
may remind people of the importance of social distancing and
other infection-control measures.
It is also clear that masks serve
symbolic roles. Masks are not only
tools, they are also talismans that
may help increase health care
workers’ perceived sense of safety,
well-being, and trust in their hospitals. Although such reactions
may not be strictly logical, we are
all subject to fear and anxiety,
especially during times of crisis.
One might argue that fear and
anxiety are better countered with
data and education than with a
marginally beneficial mask, par-
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ticularly in light of the worldwide
mask shortage, but it is difficult
to get clinicians to hear this message in the heat of the current crisis. Expanded masking protocols’
greatest contribution may be to
reduce the transmission of anxiety, over and above whatever role
they may play in reducing transmission of Covid-19. The potential value of universal masking in
giving health care workers the
confidence to absorb and implement the more foundational infection-prevention practices de-

scribed above may be its greatest
contribution.
Disclosure forms provided by the authors are available at NEJM.org.
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To Allison Pickard, County Councilwoman District 2:
Ms Pickard,
There is a song and perhaps you know it that goes “I see trees of green, red roses too, I
see them bloom for me and you, and I think to myself… what a wonderful world.”

Today I don’t see the trees of green, the skies of blue, or the red roses, or any blooms,
not right now. I see whole strip malls closed and for sale. I see struggling businesses
slowly reducing their open hours because they barely have enough revenue to cover
their costs to be open. I see people being rejected from stores because they have
medical exemptions that prevent them from wearing a mask. I see stores treating their
customers as voodoo dangerous, as though the customers are evil, especially those not
wearing the mask for medical reasons, even though it is those very customers who are
providing the revenue for the stores to continue to exist.
I see separations of neighbors, of families and children. I see schools empty and children
being forced to learn through a numb and single dimensional screen. I see homeless
who don’t have any resources for food as shelters have all been shut down. I see people
being evicted with no place to go, and who will end up on the street alone, and without
food and resources as well. I see elderly struggle to breath through a mask as they go
about their daily activities and I see elderly being separated from their loved ones lonely
and afraid as they near the end of their existence in this our wonderful world. I see this.
You are a human being and you occupy the same space on this wonderful world that I
do, and yet you don’t see this?
How in less than 8 months have we allowed this to happen, to darken the skies and not
let the roses bloom? And do you really feel good about your decisions to allow it? I don’t
understand how any human being who holds an elected position today can sleep at
night with all this being a result of decisions they made. I know I couldn’t.
While I don’t agree with the decisions that got us here in the first place, the focus of this
letter is those decisions for going forward. We need a course correction and we need it
now. There is absolutely no justification for continuing to hold the people in this
wonderful world we call Anne Arundel County hostage in the Phase 2 restrictions at this
time. Any continuation of the oppression that is being brought onto our neighbors, and
they’re your neighbors as well, is criminal in my opinion, and is not considering the
livelihoods of the people whom you were elected to serve.
The CDC recently posted new statistics which are a recount of the deaths from COVID19 and the newly posted numbers clearly show that there were less deaths from COVID
than was forecast and even far less than from the flu in past years. In fact it shows that
there are only approximately 9,000 deaths total from COVID alone in the United States.
From my perspective this would be a green light to all the elected officials, that “hey we
can now fully open” that the virus wasn’t as bad as predicted and that we all survived!

Yet, this is not the action taken. No, instead we get more restrictions, more separation
and more continued oppression and destruction of our wonderful world we call Anne
Arundel County. Why are we not celebrating and opening, fully?
So with this I recommend strongly that you vote in favor of the Bill 83-20 AN
EMERGENCY ORDINANCE concerning: Proclamation of Civil Emergency in Anne
Arundel County – Termination. Termination - that is such a great course correction. It’s
time our elected officials course correct away from the oppressive party narratives and
false party loyalties, and start allowing the human compassion that I know exists in each
and every one of you, and support this bill.
It’s time to show that compassion that I know you have within you, and to let the roses
bloom again. Support this bill and you will be supporting the neighbors of whom you
were elected to serve.
Thank you for your heartfelt and serious consideration of this matter.
Respectfully,

Nelda Fink
9372 Norwood Dr
Millersville, MD 21108

Resolution 37-20

On behalf of my brothers and me, we request your consideration and approval of Resolution 37-20 approving
the application of Eleanor R. King to sell an agricultural land preservation easement to the Maryland
Agricultural Land Preservation Foundation on 67.5 acres in Davidsonville, Maryland. The King family has
farmed land in Davidsonville since the early 1900’s and although the acreage is considerably less today, we
want to preserve what remains of our family farm; a farm that our parents lived on and farmed for decades.
In 2001 after the passing of our father, a life-long farmer, my brother and his wife have continued to farm the
property which over the years has transitioned from growing tobacco and grains and pasturing cattle, to
pasturing sheep and producing hay and grains. “Lambing Season” with Carla King was featured on Maryland
Public Television, “Maryland Farm and Harvest” in 2015 showcasing a dedication to continuing a diminishing
agricultural presence in our community.

We want to preserve the rural beauty and farm lifestyle represented in these photos.

Thank you for your consideration.
Laura Andrews
Personal Representative of the Eleanor R. King Estate

